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March 25, 1
As part of his special message of January 14, 1957, His Excellency

Foster Furcolo asked the establishment of a Special Commissior
on Audit of State Needs, to make an over-all survey of the needs
ana problems of the Commonwealth, and to make recommendat

9 as to priorities, being mindful of our objectives and our financial
condition, and to suggest methods of achieving our goal;

Such a Special Commission was established under chapter 38 of
Ie Resolves of 1957. The Commission is made up of ten member

five having been appointed by the Governor, two by the Presiden
of the Senate and three by the Speaker of the House. The Comwe ana tnree by tne Speai

f Administration is chairm
One of the first specific problems which the Special Comr

.udit of State Needs surveyed was that of the needs of the (

nonwealth in higher education. This problem had been assigned
Commission under chapter 38 of the General Laws. Sub;

quently, further problems of higher education were assignc
( -d 127 of the General Laws of
195

This report deals with the over-all problems of public higherIe over-all problems ot public highe:

University of Massachusetts, theedu

Board of Education, the ten state teachers colleges, and the three
state technical institutes. Special emphasis is placed on the develorte technical institutes. Spec

ment of public communitv col lei in

The Commission was assisted in its work by the members of the
Advisory Committee on Higher Education to the Commission, wl
included the following: Rt. Rev. Msgr. Cornelius T. LI. Sherlock
Frederick A. Meier, President, Salem Teachers College; Jean Paul
Mather, President, University of Massachusetts; Martin J. Lydon,

• President, Lowell Technological Institute; also by Clarence Q.
Berger, Dean, Brandeis University; J. Wendell Yeo, Vice President
Boston University; Very Rev. William A. Donaghy, S.J., President,
College of the Holy Cross; James Phinney-Baxter, President
Williams College; Wilma Kerby-Miller, Dean, Radcliffe College
Dorothy Bell, President, Bradford Junior College; Sister Rose
William, S.S.J., Dean, College of Our Lady of the Elms; Mrs.
Robert Mayers, President, Massachusetts Congress of Parents and

C&e Commontoealtf) of Massachusetts
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Teachers; Stanley E. Qua, Chief Justice (retired), Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court.

Others who have been very helpful in the work of the Commission
include Dr. John J. Desmond, former Commissioner of Education;
Dr. Owen B. Kiernan, present Commissioner; Dr. D. Justin
McCarthy, Director, Division of State Teachers Colleges, Depart-
ment of Education; John P. McMorrow, Director, Division of
Research and Statistics, Department of Education, and former
chairman, Boston School Committee; Dr. Stanley F. Salwak,
Assistant to the Provost, University of Massachusetts; Dr. Robert
H. Kroepsch, Executive Secretary, New England Board of Higher
Education; John B. Davis, Jr., Executive Director, New England
School Development Council; Walter M. Taylor, Director, Newton
Junior College; George E. Frost, Director, Holyoke Junior College;
Prof. Samuel Stouffer and Mrs. Elizabeth Cohen, Department of
Social Relations, Harvard University; Dr. George D. Blackwood,
College of General Education, Boston University; Dr. Andre
Daniere, Department of Economics, Harvard University; and
many others.

The Commission is also indebted for the assistance of Dr. Sebas-
tian V. Martorana, Chief of State and Regional Organization,
Division of Higher Education, United States Office of Education,
and to the United States Department of Health, Education and
Welfare for making Dr. Martorana’s services available. Dr. Mar-
torana, a nationally recognized authority on community colleges,
greatly assisted the Commission and its staff.

None of the above, of course, is responsible for the report or its
recommendations.

Respectfully submitted
(signed)

FRANCIS X. LANG
Chairman, Special Commission on Audit

of State Needs.
Sen. EDWARD C. STONE.
Sen. MARIO UMANA.
Rep. ROBERT P. CRAMER.
Mrs. CARL SPECTOR.
Prof. SEYMOUR E. HARRIS.
J. WILLIAM BELANGER.
ROBERT SULLIVAN.
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Summary op Findings and Recommendations

Pan I. The Crisis in Higher Education
1. There is universal agreement among educators and other

authorities about the growing shortage of higher educational facili-
ties. National and regional studies, those made in other States,
and the work of the Special Commission on Audit of State Needs
all show that public and private institutions together do not at
present have the facilities, faculty or finances to meet the rapidly
rising tide of college enrollments

2. This shortage is made more serious by the growing need for
teachers, nurses, doctors, scientists and other trained personnel in
Massachusetts and the Nation. At present, for example, Massa-
chusetts is training only about a third of the additional elementary
and secondary school teachers it needs each year, and the Common-
wealth needs at least 10 per cent more nurses than it has at present

3. If one measures the growth in college-age population in Massa-
chusetts against the planned expanded enrollments of all public
and private colleges together, one discovers a shortage of college
facilities for qualified students which may range within ten yea'
from 39,000 to 50,000 or more. This is a figure equivalent to eight
times the present enrollment at the University of Massachusetts
and six times the enrollment of all ten state teachers colleges. Much
of this enrollment will have to be met by public institutions.

4. In each geographic region of the State there will be a corre-
spending shortage of college facility

5. There will be an especially great shortage of scientists and
engineers, and also of technicians and specialists requiring two years
of training beyond the high school. It has been estimated that by
1970 our industry will need an additional 44,000 graduate engineers
and at least 100,000 more technicians. 1 The present and growing

Cjbe Commontoealtf) of 00assaclni setts

NEEDS IN MASSACHUSETTS HIGHER EDUCATION.

1 See Appendix B, “The Massachusetts Market for Engineers and Technicians.
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shortage of these trained people adversely affects the competitive
position of Massachusetts in the national economy, while the State
is increasingly dependent on the new “high skill” industries. This
shortage is also a serious handicap to the national defense effort,
at a time when attention is focused on our need to accelerate greatly
our scientific and technical development.

6. Many well-qualified Massachusetts high school graduates do
not continue their education at present. This is particularly true
in the largest cities, such as Boston, Worcester, Springfield, Lynn
and Cambridge, and also in many smaller cities and towns ranging
from Pittsfield to Nantucket. A greater percentage of this high
school group will be applying for college in the near future, however.

7. Massachusetts compares very well with the rest of the Nation
in private education, but very poorly in support of public institu-
tions. The State ranks 48th in per capita support of all fifteen
institutions of public higher education together, including the state
university, the ten teachers colleges, the three technical institutes,
and the Massachusetts Maritime Academy. The State also ranks
38th in support of teachers colleges in proportion to expenditures
for all higher education, public and private.

8. On the whole, private educational institutions are planning to
expand at a mucli lower rate over the next ten years than public
institutions. Practically all private educators are themselves urging
the expansion of public facilities.

Part 11. The Needs of the Existing Institutions.
I. The commitment of Massachusetts to public higher education

is growing, but it is still very small in terms of the annual state
budget.

2. Our total commitment also represents less than two-tenths of
1 per cent of annual state income, now over 11 billion dollars a year.

3. Most Massachusetts citizens, including many educators, are
relatively unfamiliar with our fifteen state institutions of higher
education and their relation to each other. This lack of public
understanding of our present programs in public higher education
is one major reason for the inadequate financial support for these
institutions. Therefore, a brief description of these colleges is
included here, along with descriptions of the Department of Edu-
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cation, the city junior colleges, the New England Board of Higher
Education, the Massachusetts Higher Education Assistance Cor-
poration, and the Massachusetts Scholarship Foundation.

Part 111. The Problem of Educational Co-ordination.
1. Part II of this report has shown the great diversity of public

higher educational institutions in Massachusetts, and indicated
that there has historically been relatively little co-ordination of
their activities. This problem, which has prevented the develop-
ment of an over-all plan for Massachusetts higher education, has
long concerned legislative study commissions, leaders in public and
private education, and others who have studied the State’s educa-
tional needs.

2. For example, one legislative study commission in 1950 pointed
out that our present unco-ordinated system has resulted in harmful
competition for funds and students, unnecessary duplication of
courses, equipment and staff, undue diversities in administrative
practices and in educational standards, and poor distribution of
institutional services in different areas of the State and among
different groups of the population.

3. Spokesmen for the state teachers colleges and the University
of Massachusetts have similarly urged for many years the develop-
ment of a master plan for Massachusetts higher education.

Part TV. Next Steps in Massachusetts Higher Education; General
Recommendations.

1. All private institutions of higher education in the Common-
wealth should be encouraged to expand their facilities.

2. The existing public institutions the University of Massa-
chusetts, the ten state teachers colleges, and the technical insti-
tutes should be assisted financially in expanding as rapidly as
possible. This expansion is necessary in order to enable these
institutions to offer both the basic education and the advanced and
specialized programs which they will have to provide for an ever-
increasing percentage of Massachusetts students. This expansion
program will be a full-time and major responsibility for the admin-
istrative officers of these institutions and of the Board of Educa-
tion.
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A Co-ordinating Committee on Higher Education, com-
officials, should be appointed andposed of the appropriate publi

plan for public higher educationasked to develop a unified o\

should deal with such problemsin Massachusetts. This comm
rdination of our educational sys-
rams of study at all institutions

he over-all ex panas the over-all expansion and c
tern, including curricula and p

isfer and accreditation proceduremore co-ordinated guid•ordmated guidance

ved public relations andamong our fifteen separate col
relations with secondary education for the entire system, and more
integrated educational research and plain

4. The Commonwealth must support more adequately all activi-1

ties of the Department of Education, especially those of the Divi-
sion of State Teachers Colleges, the Division of Research and Sta
tistics, and the Department’s programs for guidance, research
planning, publication and public relations.el

5. The Commonwealth must increase faculty and administrative
salaries at all institutions, and in the Department of Educatior
rapidly as possible, to give college teachers and administrators an
income commensurate with their training and experience and to en
courage more competent people to enter and remain in college
teaching

6. The financial needs of many of our students are such that the
present state scholarship programs of the Commonwealth, includ

new programs beginning this year, must be greatly strength-
ri-private scholarship and loanened. The work of private and

ts Higher Education Assistantgroups, such as the M
larship Foundation, shouldCorporation and the Massachi

also be strongly encouraged.
m should develop a program forThe Department of Edu

lling programs at our secondarythe strengthening of guidance c
schools, in order to increase the percentage of talented youth who
continue their education beyond the high school, and request the
funds necessary to carry out such a progra

8. Both public and private groups must make a greater effort to
increase public understanding of both the opportunities and the
needs of our public higher educational system.

9. The work of the New England Board of Higher Education,
both its research and development activities and its present plans
for the expansion of opportunities in medical and dental education
should continue to receive adequate financial assistance.
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10. The use of educational television, like the program now being
developed by Station WGBH-TA d the Department of Educa-
tion, should be encouraged.

Part V. The Case for the Regional Community College.
Reports of legislative commissions and study groups ever sine1
have recommended the rapid expansion of public higher edu-1911
i in the Commonwealth. Many of thecation in the Commonwealth. Manv of these reports, especially

those made by Dr. George F. Zook in 1923, by the Massachusetts
Youth Study Commission in 1940, by Dr. Patrick Sullivan for the
Department of Education in 1948, and by legislative commissions

1948, 1950, 1956 and 1958, have strongly urged a system of com-in

Ip provide low-cost, high qualitymunity or junior colleges to help provide low-cost, high quality
education within commuting distance of almost every young manng distance o;

id woman in the Conn
2. Nationally, the public community college movement has been2. N

the fastest-growing sector of A ncan higher education: the m

in 1902 to 377 in 1957, andc

their enrollment has grown several hundred per cent. Pract
public and private ed in the tryev eir

continual expo/r
A) f Michigan, for example, urgeda.6. A

the immediate establi least 23 community colleges in(

lity colleges and 9 senior stateanat pi

ing a
ady exist. Florida is develop-

plan for at k alleges to serve every regioni

of the State. Illinois, which already has 19 community colleges.

has been urged by an educational survey to establish at least 21
more, and California, with 70 such colleges, in addition to 8 can
puses of the state university and 10 independent state colleges, is

Iso planning further expansion, as are many other States
f regional community4. Arguments lor a state-w

colleges include the follow
(1) Such institutions can offer two years both of liberal arts

and college courses of vocational-technical training, as wellcourses ol

lult education, to the overwhelming majority of the
State’s population, within twenty miles or less commuting
di

(2) This education will cost the student and his parents far
less than education away from home, or even the cost of
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commuting to many private institutions; savings for two
years will range from $1,400 to $3,800, and these savings
can be applied to the more expensive junior, senior and
graduate programs.
The example of other States shows that community colleges
encourage many able students who otherwise would not go
to college at all. The experience of the Holyoke Junior
College shows that college enrollment rises sharply when
this type of institution is available; Holyoke has one of the
highest percentages of students who continue beyond high
school of any industrial city in Massachusetts.

(3)

Community college education is of special value to the
so-called “late starter,” the able student who for a variety
of reasons did not realize his full abilities in high school.
Community colleges serve both the student and the com-
munity by providing not only liberal ails courses, but also
technical and vocational programs geared to the needs of
modern business and industry. The importance of highly
skilled and trained personnel, both to national defense and
to the Massachusetts economy, is stressed in Part I of this
repox-t.

(4)

'5)

Community college education represents very substantial
savings to the taxpayer, since the cost of buildings, labora-
tories, facilities and instruction is much less than at resi-
dential four-year colleges.

(6)

Community colleges help to relieve the enrollment pressure
on the state university, teachers colleges and other senior
colleges, by allowing them to concentrate more of their
enrollment in the upper and graduate years, and to develop
the more specialized programs in teacher training, science,
engineering, nursing, agriculture, business administration,
and other subjects for which they are best fitted.

(7)

A community college serves as a center’ for adult and
evening education, for both vocational and non-vocational
courses for people of all ages, including those who wish to
upgrade themselves in their jobs and professions through
vocational retraining programs. In the same way, a com-
munity college also serves as a cultural center and a
source of talent and community leadership for the entire
region.

(8)
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5. Nevertheless, the development of public community colleges
in Massachusetts has so far been fairly limited. Two cities, Holyoke
and Newton, have shown great initiative and imagination in organiz-
ing such colleges under their local school committee in 1946, but
no other locality has done so, although Quincy began developing
such a program >n 1957. A program for part-time, evening tech-
nical training was organized at Fitchburg State Teachers College
in 1957, and an in-training engineering course began in Pittsfield
under the auspices of the University of Massachusetts and the
General Electric Company at the same time.

6. The reasons for the slow development of a public community
college system in Massachusetts are many. One factor has been the
historic emphasis in this State, along with other northeastern States,
on private education, and our outstanding private educational
system.

7. A principal reason, however, has been the lack of any single
organization or institution in Massachusetts assigned the specific
and sole responsibility of planning and developing a community
college system, and provided with the necessary funds for this
purpose. This factor must be emphasized as central both to the
community college problem and to other problems of higher edu-
cation.

8. There is a very great need for systematic state-wide develop-
ment of a regional community college system. This is indicated
both by the special Massachusetts situation and by the experience of
other States over the past half century. Among the factors in
Massachusetts which underline this need are the following:

(1) The unique geographic possibilities of a State so compact
that as few as eight regional community colleges, together
with the existing state institutions, could offer higher edu-
cation within commuting distance of the overwhelming
majority of the population.

(2) The local governmental structure in Massachusetts, which
unlike that in other States does not make local planning of
a large-scale, regional community college system feasible.

(3) The special difficulties of achieving effective regional or
metropolitan government in this State.

(4) The need for efficient and economical location of regional
community colleges in order to serve large areas and large
populations.
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(5) The special problem of the local tax burden. Massachu-
setts ranks second in the Nation in its per capita local
property tax, which already carries far too much of the
burden for education and other local costs, and cannot
be expected to support higher education as well.

(6) The lack of public understanding on the local level of the
possibilities of community college education, and the re-
sulting failure of localities to act.

(7) The fact that the establishment of an excessive number of
small, local community colleges would mean an unneces-
sary and highly expensive duplication of curricula, labora-
tories, libraries and other facilities, as well as greatly in-
creasing the difficulty of obtaining good teachers. The
over-all cost to the taxpayer would ultimately be much
greater with a locally controlled system.

(8) The fact that accreditation and standards would be much
more difficult to establish in a large number of small, in-
dependent colleges than in a carefully planned state sys-
tem. Transfer to senior colleges would also become much
more difficult under these circumstances.

9. The experience of the many States which have or are planning
community college systems also supports overwhelmingly what
Jesse Bogue, Executive Secretary of the American Association of
Junior Colleges, has called the “need for a comprehensive plan for
a state-wide system of higher education,” including community col-
leges.

Part VI. Regional Community Colleges: A State-Wide Progran,
1. The Special Commission on Audit of State Needs hereby urges

the immediate development of a state-wide system of regional com-
munity colleges, under the direction of a new Board of Regional
Community Colleges.

2. The benefits of th2. The benefits of this system would be great to the student and
his parents, who would save from an average of $2,000 in the cost
of the first two years of college; to the secondary school, which would
find that many more students would be motivated to continue their
education; to business and industry, which would find available a
new source of trained and skilled employees; to the taxpayer, who
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would be saved the much greater costs of further expanding four-
year residential colleges; and to the entire Commonwealth and the
Nation which would gain in the knowledge and skills of its young
men and women.

3. A new Board of Regional Community Colleges, dedicated to
the development of this program as its specific and single respon-
sibility, is essential to this plan. Such a Board is a necessity because
community college education is a special problem and challenge in
itself, requiring particular professional skills and motivations. It
is not and cannot be an adjunct either to secondary education or to
other higher educational programs.

4. In order to co-ordinate the work of this new Board with the
entire state college system, it is recommended that the Commis-
sioner of Education, the president of the University of Massachu-
setts, the president of Lowell Technological Institute, and a presi-
dent of a teachers college elected annually by all ten teachers

allege presidents should serve as members of the Board, in addition

5. This Board shall develop, in consultation with secondary
educators and business, labor and civic leaders throughout the
Commonwealth, an over-all plan for a system of regional community
colleges serving the entire State, and establish and maintain these
colleges at suitable locations in accordance with this plan.

6. The exact location of the proposed regional community col-
leges, and the exact definition of regions, must be left to the Board,
after careful professional study. The general regions used in making
this study will, however, undoubtedly approximate those finally
adopted

(1) Metropolitan Boston.
(2) Lowell-Lawrence-Haverhill-Essex County.
(3) New Bedford-Fall River-Taunton-Attleboro-Brist

County.

(4) Greater Worcester
(5) Greater Fitchburg

(6) Franklin-Hampshire Counties.
(7) Springfield-1 lampden County.
(8) Pittsfield-North Adams-Berkshire County.
(9) Cape Cod-Plymouth.
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It is possible that the Franklin-Hampshire region can be served
adequately for the present by the University of Massachusetts,
although the University’s commitments to the entire State must
never be underemphasized.

7. Following the example of Holyoke and Newton, in some cases
the Board will undoubtedly find it possible to utilize high school or
other facilities until new facilities are available. This will enable
the Board to begin programs immediately, to meet the educational
needs of 1959 and 1960, with the agreement of the local authorities.

8. All existing public junior colleges will, of course, continue as
independent institutions, receiving the present $lOO per student
state subsidy of up to $lOO per student.

9. In each region there should be a regional advisory board,
including representatives of local school committees, other institu-
tions of higher education, business, labor and civic groups. The
closest co-operation between the area served and the community
college is essential.

10. This program must be co-ordinated closely with the expan-
sion of the University of Massachusetts, the ten state teachers
colleges, and Lowell Technological Institute. Unless these institu-
tions are expanded simultaneously, neither the facilities, faculty
nor the specialized advanced programs in teacher training, science,
engineering, nursing, business administration and other courses will
be available at the senior colleges for the thousands of additional
students transferring from the community colleges.

11. We must act boldly and immediately to provide education
beyond the high school of high quality and at relatively low cost
to all of our talented young men and women, and at the same time
to meet the growing needs and demands of our Commonwealth
and our Nation.
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Part I. The Crisis in Higher Education.

1. The National Crisis.
Since 1950, over 30 state governments have instituted studies of

the growing shortage in American higher education. One major
national study was completed under President Truman in 1947,
and another was just completed under President Eisenhower.
Many private groups, like the National Educational Association
and the Fund for the Advancement of Education, as well as public
agencies like the United States Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, and the New England Board of Higher Education
have also stressed the shortage of college facilities for well-qualified
young people.

Ci)e CommonUiealtJ) of 6©aosac|)usetts

Educational leaders throughout the Nation are greatly concerned about . .
.

the “impending tidal wave of students.” A great deal of statistical evidence has
been amassed which shows that institutions of higher education are faced, not
with a temporary wave or bulge in enrollment, but with a long period in which
enrollment may be expected to rise and remain at two to three times the 1955
level. The conclusion is quite incontrovertible. (U. S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, March, 1956.)

In the first place, the number of college-age youth will increase substantially;
college enrollment will grow even if only the present proportion of that age group
continues to enroll. In the second place, the pressures to enroll and to remain in
college longer are increasing. It is probable that a larger proportion of qualified
youth will seek college and will complete the programs for which they matriculate.
And, in the third place, colleges and universities themselves are under pressure to
develop new programs in both general and technical education to meet economic
and social needs as well as student and parental needs . . . even the most con-
servative predictions indicate a task of monumental proportions. . . . (National
Education Association and the American Association of School Administrators,
1957.)

Our plans aren’t big enough.
... A reasonable estimate for New England is

that enrollments in our colleges should probably double in fifteen years if the
aspirations of our young people and the needs of our society are to be met. In
other sections of the country it is expected that enrollments may double in ten
years and triple in fifteen. (Dr. Robert H. Kroepsch, New England Board of
Higher Education, May, 1957.)

A crisis of major proportions is fast approaching for the colleges of this country.
... At hand is the time when a college education is going to have to be denied
to many thousands of qualified and ambitious students unless drastic steps are
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taken to meet this crisis. (“United States News,’’ June 14, 1957, survey of 138
college presidents. Colleges surveyed included Amherst, Boston College, Harvard,
M. I. T., Smith, Tufts and Williams, among others.)

The Dean of Admissions of Harvard College tonight called for the “founding of
undreds of new institutions” as an answer to increasing demands in the field of

education. Dean Wilbur J. Bender told a Ford Hall Forum audience “decen-
tralization” might well relieve the pressures of an unprecedented demand for ad-
mission to colleges. (Associated Press, April 7, 1957.)

There is never enough ability at high levels to satisfy all the needs of the Na-
tion .... (Vannevar Bush, “Science, the Endless Frontier.”)

2. The Massachusetts Shortage, 1957-67. 2

The simplest way to express the growing shortage in Massachu-
setts higher education is to say that by 1967 the number of qualified
Massachusetts residents seeking admission to colleges within the
State may range from 107,000 to 118,000 to a possible higher figure
of 133,000.

But, even if all public and private colleges expand to the maxi-
mum they now plan, they will have room for only about 68,000
full-time undergraduates from this State. This would mean a
shortage of college places running from 39,000 to 50,000 to a possible
65,000.

This estimate is based on the fact that the 18-21 age group in
Massachusetts will increase very rapidly, from 234,000 in 1957 to
373,000 in 1967. Even by 1961 this group will rise to 286,000, and
there are comparable increases in the population of almost every
individual city and town. (See Chart and Appendix C, Part III.)

Many factors indicate that at least 33 to 36 per cent of this group,
and possibly 40 per cent, are qualified for college or for some form of
college-level education beyond the high school, and that they will
attend if college facilities are financially possible and geographically
available, and if proper guidance counselling is offered by parents
and educators.

Among these factors are the following:
(a) At present 27 per cent of this group attend full-time under-

graduate colleges, and 41 per cent are enrolled in some form ofNt are enrolled in some form of
college-level programs, including graduate education and evening

5 This section is based on the estimates of Massachusetts college age population, 1957-67, made by the
American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers, College Age Population Trends, 19AO-
-1970 (Washington, 1954), and on the estimates of Massachusetts college capacity, 1957-67, made by the New
England Board of Higher Education in May, 1957.
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and part-time college training. These percentages are increasing
each year with the rising standard of living and the greater emphasis
on an educated and trained population.

(b) There were 40.7 per cen of Massachusetts high school
iduates in 1956, and 41.0 per 957, who planned on college

or other higher education, accor annual study made by
the Massachusetts Department 'f Education. This percentage
is rising each year.

(c) Studies made by the Divisi of Elementary and Secondary
Education, Massachusetts Dep, 1 ment of Education, show that
40.1 per cent of 1954 Massachi public school gradu
42.3 per cent of 1956 gradu continued their education beyond
high school in the year af nation. Of these groups, 27.1 per
cent in 1954 ano 33.3 per cent in 1956 went to colleges or junior
colleges, the rest to technical and business schools

(d) Figures made available by the United States Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare in December, 1957, show that
Massachusetts ranks fourth in the Nation in the increased nurnc

f college freshmen enrolled in the fall of 1957
fall of 1956. Massachusetts rose 12 per cent, comm

gure of 0.9 per cent. This represents 3,40(
tal enrollment

) A large number of well-qualified M
il

plan to attend in the future. An extensive survey of 11 rep
tive Massachusetts communities found that 58 per cent of the young
men with college ability graduating.duatmg from high school in 1953

in college tl
ler ci

number of qualified high school graduates to collegi

iies cited in the Eisenhower Coi
hat 40 to 50 per cent of qualified youth, including many of tin
uperior, do not go to college at present.

(/) Extensive recent studies in New York and California, whicl
pioneering in the development of higher educational facilities

iw that over 40 per cent are qualified for and will attend college
other education beyond high school, if given the opportunity

Report of Special Commission on Junior Colleges, House, No. 2850(Keport of special
December, 1956.)
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( ; g ) The President’s Commission on Higher Education, using
data from intelligence tests given to 10 million servicemen in World
War 11, stated in 1947 that 49 per cent of the college age group
have the ability to complete college or other post high school pro-
grams. (Higher Education for American Democracy, Washington,
1947.)

48,000 Massachusetts residents attended college at full-time
undergraduate colleges within the State, and another 16,000 went
to college elsewhere. According to the New England Board, of
Higher Education study of May, 1957, Massachusetts colleges,
public and private, plan to expand by 1967 to admit a maximum
of about 30,000 additional students, provided that they receive all
the financial and other assistance they will need to carry out these
plans.

Of these 30,000 places, perhaps 20,000 will be available to Massa-
chusetts residents, which means a total capacity for Massachusetts
students of 68,000 places in the State. It should be added that
many of our nationally famous institutions now take less than 20
per cent of their students from this State, and they will be under
increasing pressure to take students from other States, where the
population is increasing at a much greater rate than in Massachu-
setts.

Because of the pressure on colleges elsewhere, Massachusetts
will be fortunate if as many as 16,000 students can hope to be
admitted out of State. Some institutions, including those in other
New England States, are considering limiting Massachusetts en-
rollment, and some have already done so.

The shortage figure of 39,000 must be carefully understood.
This represents roughly three times the present enrollment at all
15 state colleges in Massachusetts together. It is eight times the
present enrollment of the University of Massachusetts, and six
times the enrollment at all ten state teachers colleges together. It
is also three times the enrollment of Harvard University.

3. Regional Shortages 1957-67.

For the purposes of this survey the State was divided into com-
pact geographic regions in order to estimate the approximate short-
age of college facilities in each region. A map of the regions used
is appended to this report. (Appendix E.)
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In Tables I and 11, the potential college enrollment is compared
to the maximum capacity for the full-time undergraduate Massa-
chusetts residents in colleges in the region. A range of projected
shortages was obtained by making minimum, possible, and maxi-
mum estimates of future enrollments based on the assumption that
33, 36 or 40 per cent of the college age group would wish to enter
college and be qualified to do so.
It is not possible to estimate the exact number in each region who

will be able to enter an out-of-state college in ten years, nor the
number in each region who will attend college in another region.
The rising costs of a college education, which already runs from
$2,000 to $2,500 a year at many institutions, is one of several
factors which will encourage many parents to send their children
closer to home. In any case, these statistics give an approximation
of the problem faced by each part of the State.

Shortages, of course, will be much greater in those parts of
Massachusetts which lack college facilities in general, or where
the existing colleges either do not plan to expand very greatly or
will not take a larger number of Massachusetts residents. These
regions include the Essex County-Lowell area, the Fall River-New
Bedford-Taunton-Attleboro region, the Fitchburg-Gardner-Athol
region, Berkshire County and Cape Cod.

Table I. —• Projected College Enrollments by Region, 1967*

I 1B. ! C. D. E.
A.

College Age Minimum Probable Maximum
Region. Population, Enrollment, Enrollment, Enrollment,

1967. 33 Per Cent. 36 Per Cent. 40 Per Gent.

I. Metropolitan Boston 182,700 60,300 65,800 73,100

11. Bristol, Plymouth Counties 40,000 13,200 14,400 16,000

111. Essex County, Lowell area . 39,100 12,900 14,100 15,600

IV. Worcester area .... 40,000 13,200 14,400 16,000

V. Fitchburg area .... 14,200 4,700 5,100 5,700

VI. Franklin, Hampshire Counties 11,200 3,700 4,000 4,600

VII. Hampden County 30,000 10,000 10,800 12,000

VIII. Berkshire County 10,900 3,600 3,900 4,400

IX. Cape Cod area 4,900 1,600 1,800 2,000

Totals 373,000 123,000 134,000 149,000

* Column O is S3 per cent of Column B , Column D is 36 per cent , and Column E, 40 per cent.
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Table 11. —Shortages in College Capacity by Region
, 1967
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• These statistics are based on an extensive study of engineering and technician needs in Massachusetts
made for the Special Commission on the Audit of State Needs by Dr. Andre Daniere, of the Department of
Economics, Harvard University. Part of this study appears as Appendix B of this report.
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manufacturing fields depends in good part on the ability of the
State to hold and attract new manufacturers. All of us are aware
that Massachusetts is in an increasingly competitive national situa-ngly competitive

tion where population, markets and transportation centers are
moving toward the southern and western United Stat

Higher education is related to the Massachusetts economy becausee AI

he State’s industrial future will iepend in good measure on
ability to compete in talent and skill with the larger and meid skill with the larger and mor

* rapidly developing States. A growing supply of engineers androwing supply of engineers and -of
skilled technicians, as well as of administrators and other trained
personnel, will help the State compete successfully in the more

lied and specialized industries and
Engineers. —By 1970 A will need an estimated

44,000 or more engineers. Even if one makes the most conservativi
estimates of the proportion of engineering graduates who are likely
to stay in Massachusetts, and of the percentage classified as “euo-:
neers” who will need a college degree by 1970, the State will have
to graduate ac least t\ :ers and closely allied

mtific personnel per year as in 1955.
Engineering and scientific education is extremely expensivevpensive

requiring specialized and costly equipment and facilities and bles, a

highly trained faculty most of whom can earn much more than\

their present salaries in other employment. As in the field of
medicine, a number of years of planning and development are

nlarge on existing engineering school facilities or to
lop new facilities. Facilities needed 1965 or 1970 should1

« planned and developed in the ru
It should be added that major technological or scientific changes

in such fields as nuclear energy and industrial automation may well
mean that a iar greater number of engineers and similarly trained
personnel will be needed by 1970.

Engineering Technicians. Despite the outstanding work of
such institutions as Lowell Technological Institute, which now
offers Bachelor’s and Master’s programs, New Bedford Institute of
Technology, Bradford-Durfee Institute in Fall River, and private
institutions such as Wentworth Institute and Franklin Institute,
relatively little attention has traditionally been paid in Massachu-
setts to the field of two-year technical institutes and other two-year
technical and engineering training programs.
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The New England Regional Conference of the President’s Com-
mittee on Education Beyond the High School, in May, 1957, em-
phasized the lack of attention given to these institutions, and urged
that “the number of technical institutes, public and private, should
be rapidly increased.”

There is a growing awareness among educators and businessmen
that such technical institutes and technical training programs can
provide education for these persons who are not interested in or
not in a position to enter a four-year college program, and also help
men already employed to upgrade themselves in their work.

Furthermore, these technical programs are of vital importance
to the Massachusetts economy. A shortage of persons with such
skills already exists in many industries, and this shortage will in-
crease rapidly over the next few years.

Using very conservative estimates, over 123,000 technicians of
the kind trained in technical institute programs were employed in
Massachusetts manufacturing in 1956. By 1965 this figure will
rise to at least 157,000, and by 1970 to over 180,000.

Actually, the percentage of technicians employed in Massachu-
setts manufacturing, with respect to total employment, will almost
certainly continue to rise, and many additional technicians are
employed in non-manufacturing fields, such as trade, services and
government. It is therefore safe to predict that at least 100,000
more trained technicians will be needed in the State by 1970.

As in the case of engineers, technician training programs must be
planned well in advance. There is the same problem of needs in
equipment and facilities, and an especially great problem in recruit-
ing faculty and staff at salaries below those in private industry.

Regional Economic Growth. The very industries which have
grown, during the years when total manufacturing employment
has fallen in Massachusetts are also among those which employ the
largest percentage of skilled technicians and engineers.

For the purposes of this study, the growth or decline of manufac-
turing employment was calculated both for manufacturing as a
whole and for six “high technician ratio” industries (hereafter
referred to as “HTR” industries) for each region and major city
of the Commonwealth.

The six industries selected as representative of the “high techni-
cian ratio” industries are chemical and allied products; machinery
(except electrical machinery); electrical machinery and equipment;
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transportation equipment, including aircraft; scientific, optical
and photographic equipment; and watches and clocks.

For the State as a whole, the HTR industries, showed a gain of
19,900 jobs, while total manufacturing employment fell by 38,200,
between 1947 and 1956.

For the Boston metropolitan area, the HTR industries showed a
gain of 20,800 jobs in this period, while many industries declined
and total employment increased by only 2,300.

Statistics for other representative industrial areas follow. These
figures show quite clearly that in many cities the gain in HTR
employment has more than compensated for the loss in other manu-
facturing employment. In some other cities there has been a new
loss in total manufacturing employment, but in most cases HTR
employment has helped to make this loss in jobs considerably
smaller than it would otherwise have been.

The term “area office” refers to the offices of the Division of
Employment Security, and in many cases includes areas larger than
a single city.

Table 111. - Some Representative Examples of Regional Industrial Growth
Boston Metropolitan Area.

Increase, j Increase,
Total Manufacturing Total Manufacturing i “High Technician

Area Office Employment, Employment, ; Ratio” Employment,
April, 1956. April. 1947- ! April, 1947-

April, 1956. April, 1956.

Cambridge ..... 29,249 —1,221 +1.104
Framingham ....

12,593 + 2,973 -j-2,185

Malden 18,373 +2,299 + 2,261

Newton .....
23,657 + 6,461 +5,881

Norwood ..... 11,733 +1,266 +1,039

Quincy ..... 17,673 +4,616 +4,767
Salem 20,432 - 559 +2,273

Waltham .....
19,944 +6,887 +8,352

Woburn 6,874 +1,387 +2,276

Other Areas.

Taunton .....

11,620 + 534 +1,543

Haverhill 12,819 +2,755 +2.551
Newburyport . 7,442 + 642 +2,347

Marlborough 8,166 + 150 +US4

Northampton 7,253 + 720 + 434

North Adams .... 10,103 - 478 + 709
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5. The Waste of Human Resources; Educational
Opportunity and Motivation. 4

Many national studies estimate that 40 to 50 per cent of those
with college ability do not now attend college. Even among th
top 5 per cent of high school graduates, about 4 out of 10 do not
go to college

These figures mean that each year the talents of many thousands
of able young men and women are not being fully utilized, despite
the belief of American democracy that every individual should have i
the opportunity to develop his full intellectual and vocational po-
tentialities. These statistics also mean that a great many potential
engineers, technicians, doctors, nurses, teachers, and other trained
people are being lost to the state of Massachusetts and the nation.

In Massachusetts the loss of talented people is undoubtedly well
below the national average, because of the quality of our secondary
and higher educational system. Nevertheless, many of our well
qualified high school graduates do not continue their education.

In the State as a whole, 40.7 per cent of high school graduate:
planned to continue their education in 1956; 41.0 per ce:

has been rising each yea
v the Massachusetts De

to do so in 1957, and this figure ■c

ing to the annual studies made
of Educatk

ies of the Commonwealth, as welHowever, most of the largest c

ire sending less than their puis many smaller cities and tow
portionate number to college.

One reason for this is that p< jple of moderate and low in
tend to be concentrated in the larger cities. Family incon
of the greatest single factors in determining whether a high school
graduate attempts to continue his education. This is particularly
true in families where there are several children of college age.

To some extent, the failure to plan on college also reflects the
lack of college facilities. This is especially true in such areas a
Berkshire County, where only 29.8 per cent planned on college, in *

1 nKo lorvr- i • -t t-t Tj
•

I i •
il

;
A

*

1956, and 32.5 per cent in 1957. It is also true in southeast Ma
chusetts and in many other parts of the state. Studies in othei
states show a greatly increased interest and enrollment in collegetares show a greatly increase!

when facilities are geographically avail abl
In many cases, a lack of effective guidance counselling, or the

4 A much more extensive study of educationalmotivation and opportunity, together with statis
college plans of high school seniors in most Massachusetts cities and towns prepared for the com
Dr. George D. Blackwood, appears in Appendix C.
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failure to co-ordinate the work of college and secondary school ad-
ministrators, may also result in less interest in college. Most edu-
cators agree that the field of guidance counselling represents one of
the greatest present challenges in both high school and college
administration.

The percentage planning on college or post high school education
in the nine largest Massachusetts cities follows. Other representa-
tive cities falling below the state average are also li

| figures must be contrasted with the state-wide average figure of
' 41 per cent. It should also be. notpd that- +.lip Inmoi-It should, also be noted that the lower perce

hies also mean a larger actual number of
lined youth who are not fulfilling their potentiali

(Source: Division of Research and Statistics, Massachusetts Department of Education, October 1957omparabie statistics for all cities and towns which reported will be found in Appendix C, Part II of thi<■port.)
Appendix C, Part 11, of this
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The above figures on the loss of talented people are further sub-
stantiated by a seven-year study of 11 representative Massachusetts
communities now being made by Prof. Samuel Stouffer and others
at Harvard University. These communities included some fairly
high-income areas as well as moderate and lower income cities.

This study is still unpublished, but preliminary information indi-
cates the following:

1. As late as 1953, 58 per cent of the young men with high intelli-
gence quotients, qualified for college, in these 11 communities were
not attending college in the fall of the year they graduated. The
figure for young women not attending college was undoubtedly
higher, as is true of the State as a whole.

2. Since that year, many qualified young people are still not
going to college. However, the interest in higher education on the
part of both students and parents is mounting rapidly.

3. Many lower-income students are thinking of colleges within
commuting distance, and a great many are interested in engineering
or two-year technical education.

4. There is a definite need for better counselling and guidance
services to assist lower-income parents and students in planning for
college.

5. In many cases, only a spark of interest from educators or others
is needed to motivate superior students to think in terms of col-
lege.

As President Eisenhower’s Committee on Education Beyond the
High School said on August 10, 1957, “In recent years nearly half
of the upper 25 per cent of all high school graduates have not en-
tered college. .

.

. There is no doubt that talented young people are
our most valuable natural resource. The loss both in human and in
social terms that results from failure to identify, inspire and assist
able young people for further education and training is incalculable.”
6. How Massachusetts compares with the Nation- : Public

and Private Higher Education.
Massachusetts, of course, has one of the finest systems of private

colleges and universities in the Nation, whether measured in terms
of physical plant, endowment or quality of faculty and research
facilities. Less than a generation ago, the State drew more than
half of its college students from other States and other countries.
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It is partly for this reason that the State has lagged in the devel-
opment of public higher education, whether of the state university,
the teachers colleges, or the technical and technological institutes.
The same has been true until recently in New York, New Jersey
and many of the older States in the northeastern part of the country.

In the Middle West, the South and the Far West the very absence
of private institutions has meant an extensive development of public
education. The western state universities include some of the best
colleges in the country, and these States have also pioneered in the
rapidly growing junior college and community college movement.

However, the private institutions in Massachusetts themselves
have pointed in recent years to the very great need for the develop-
ment of public higher education. For example, many of the na-
tionally famous private colleges in the State take less than 20 per
cent of their students from Massachusetts; these include Amherst,
Mount Holyoke, Smith, Wellesley, Wheaton and Williams, among
others.

In the Boston area, Harvard University took 30 per cent of its
undergraduates and 27 per cent of its combined undergraduate and
graduate enrollment from Massachusetts in 1956-57. Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology took only 19 per cent of its under-
graduates from the State.

All of these institutions, as well as many others, will be under
increasing pressure to take more students from other parts of the
country whore the population is increasing at a much more rapid
rate than Massachusetts. Further, some of these institutions do
not plan to expand, feeling that they cannot maintain the kind of
educational system they wish with a larger student enrollment.

The presidents of most private colleges in Massachusetts and
elsewhere have recently emphasized the need for the expansion of
public as well as private higher educational facilities.

For example, the New England Regional Conference of the
President’s Committee on Education Beyond the High School,
representing the presidents of almost every private and public
college, as well as other prominent educators, met in Boston in May,
1957. Among the resolutions adopted by the Conference without
dissent were statements such as the following:

“There must be a substantial increase in collegiate facilities . . .

among both private and public institutions. The people of New
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England must realize that expansion of opportunity will require fa
greater financial resources. . . “The crisis facing higher educa
ion in New England is of such magnitude that the two-year college

must be viewed as both a facility for providing educational oppor-
tunity . . .and additionally as a way of relieving the pressure or
the four-year colleges.” “Training opportunities for adult educa-
tion leaders, supervisors and teachers need to be developed in higher
educational institution

.e survey of 138 college presidents made by the United States
News of June 14, 1957, the presidents of private Massachusetts

s stressed the need to expand public college facilities. The
President of Harvard urged “creation of new institutions, possibly

■anting with two-year terminal colleges, which as they grow in
nee and capacity, can in turn become four-year institu
Phe President of Tufts also urged development of state

universities and community colleges, and similar statements wen
mith, Williams and other coil

’resident Conant of Harvard, now making a national
urged the wider development ofi(

munity colleges, and Wilbur J. Bender, Dean of Admissions at
Harvard, has asked for the “founding of litera

ions,” many of them publicly supported community coll

Massachusetts is ranked with other States in sup

low. For exampl
ithe State ranks 48th in the country per capita support of all public

higher education, as of 1954, according to the reports of the United
Department of Health, Education and Welfar

lassachusetts also ranks 48th in the amount spent on public
righer education as a per cent of expenditures for all educational

institutions in the State. It ranks 38th in its support of teachers
colleges in proportion to expenditure for all institutions of highei

educatjoi

All of these statistics simply underline the fact that the Massa
chusetts private educational system, however well it has served in
the past, can no longer meet the full needs of Massachusetts. Th
rising costs of a college education from $2,000 to $2,500 per year

,Ny institutions, also emphasizes that private college educa-
tion will not be within the reach of raanv students.
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Estimates based on the recent study by the New England Board
of Higher Education also show that many private colleges do not
plan to expand very far beyond their present capacities, and that
much of the burden will fall on the public colleges. The figures
follow, for undergraduate full-time enrollment :

Table V. Planned Expansions of Massachusetts Colleges, 1967-67

Enrollment, Pruned Cont1956-1957 Enrollment, Increase. e ucm
lyoo-iyo/. 1966-1967. Increase.

Private, more than 80 per cent out-of-state 8,888 9545 6-enrollment.
Othernon-Catholic private . . . 37,070 48,159 11,089 29.9
Catholic private 10,769 17,688 6,919 64.2
State institutions 11,462 22,395 10,933 95.4
City Institutions 333 875 492 128.5

Totals 68,572 98,062 30,090 434!
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Part 11. The Needs of the Existing Public Institutions

1. The Oveh-ael, Need.

Part I of this report has emphasized the fact that Massachusetts
ranks 48th in the Nation in per capita support of public higher edu-
cation of all kinds. Yet most authorities agree that public institu-
tions will have to bear a much larger share of the educational burden
in the years ahead.

Even now, the public colleges and universities of Massachusetts
and other New England States enroll a rather large percentage of all
New England students. For example, according to a recent study
of the New England Board of Higher Education, the University
of Massachusetts ranks fourth in Massachusetts and fifth in New
England in the number of New England undergraduates all from
Massachusetts that it enrolls, and all six state universities rank
among the top ten universities in New England in enrollment of
New England students. Together, the six state universities enroll
20 per cent of all New England undergraduates, and the 24 state
teachers’ colleges in New England enroll another 12 per cent.

Some idea of the total commitment of Massachusetts to public
higher education is shown in the following figures, which include

ate expenditures and commitments for the state university, the
ten teachers’ colleges, the three technical institutes, and the Massa-
chusetts Maritime Academy. Figures are in thousands of dollars.

Requested
Fiscal Yeae. by All Appropriated.’ Capital

Institutions. Outlay.

1954 13,303 10,530 965

1955 11,543 11,543 6,644

1956 15,174 12,076 6,781

1967 15,173 12,903 8,478

1968 19,179 15,306 8,069

•Other than capital outlay.

Thus the total contribution of the State is growing, although it is
still a fairly small percentage of the total state budget, which with
capital expenditures is now over 550 million dollars a year.

It is also a small percentage of total state income in Massachu-
setts. For example, in the fiscal year 1955 total personal income
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was about 10 billion dollars. The total commitment for state
higher education was 18 million dollars, or less than two tenths of
1 per cent. For the fiscal year 1958, total state personal income is
estimated at more than $11,500,000,000.

The further needs of the existing institutions are also great.
Each of them has recently been asked to submit its request for a
capital outlay program for the five fiscal years 1959-63. This pro-
gram, in other words, is the amount of money each institution feels
that1 it needs in the next five years for the buildings and other
capital expenses alone, in order to carry out its presently planned
programs and functions.

Total for state teachers colleges* 122,624,500
University of Massachusetts . 34,645,000
Lowell Technological Institute 6,465,000
Bradford-Durfee Technical Institute 1,210,000
New Bedford Institute of Textiles and Technology

. . 1,700,000
875,000Massachusetts Maritime Academy

Total for all institutions $67,519,500
* Includes Massachusetts

of Building Construction, after
has recommended as essential

Of this sum, the state Division
careful investigation and analysis
within the next five years a total of $59,671,000. This figure in-
cludes $32,279,000 for the University of Massachusetts, $19,002,000
for the ten state teachers colleges, and $3,985,000 for Lowell Tech-
nological Institute, as well as other recommendations.

If appropriations of this order are made available in order to
modernize existing classrooms, laboratories, libraries, dormitories
and other facilities, and to create new ones, the existing fifteen in-
stitutions will be able to continue to expand to a considerable degree.

Comparable additional expenditures will also be necessary for
direct maintenance, instructional and other costs. While this sum
is not easy to estimate, it would not be at all surprising if the State
found it necessary to spend at least twice the 1958 appropriation of
15 million dollars a year, by the fiscal year 1963.

If these sums are made available, the ten state teachers’ colleges,
which enrolled 6,722 students in 1957, plan to enroll over 8,675 in
1961. The state university plans to enlarge from 4,740 in 1957 to
9,150 by 1967. Lowell Technological Institute plans to go from 904
in 1957 to 2,500 in 1967, Bradford-Durfee from 301 to 475, and
New Bedford from 380 to 1,000.

:hool of Art
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These figures, it should be emphasized, in some cases represent
only minimum plans for expansion. The teachers colleges, for
example, are now developing much larger-scale plans under which
they may be able to enroll from 10,000 to 13,000 students by
1967-70, provided that enough funds are made available. The
University of Massachusetts is developing a plan to utilize its
campus twelve months of the year, which again would make possible
a larger enrollment. All these plans, of course, will also mean
additional expenditures on the part of the State.

The needs of the Department of Education itself, for programs
related to higher education, are also great. The Department has
never received adequate funds for the Division of State Teachers
Colleges or for its work in many fields, including guidance and
counselling, research, planning, public relations and publication of
reports and studies.

2. Specific Institutions and Organizations.

It is probable that very few Massachusetts citizens, even those
professionally concerned with education, could name the fifteen
institutions of public higher education in the Commonwealth or
give a coherent idea of their relation to each other. Despite the
State’s traditional pride in its schools, public colleges and univer-
sities have been neglected by the public for a variety of historical
reasons alreadv discussed.

A very brief description of these institutions is given here, for
this reason.

The University of Massachusetts. This university, located at
Arnhemt, was incorporated in 1863 as Massachusetts Agricultural
College, a land-grant college. The name was changed in 1931 to
Massachusetts State College, and in 1947to the University of Massa-
chusetts. The university served under a board of trustees until 1919,
and under the Department of Education from 1919 to 1926. It has
since been again under an independent board of trustees.

The university has a large and attractive campus of over seven
hundred acres. Its enrollment has grown from 1,002 in 1945 to
3,524 in 1950, and 4,740 in 1957; it plans to expand to over 9,000
by 1967. Some idea of its growth is shown by the fact that in 1957
it ranked third in the United States among state universities, after
Illinois and Pennsylvania, in the number of students 9,951
who applied for admission or made preliminary applications.

Its student body, which because of the shortage of facilities is
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now completely drawn from Massachusetts on the undergraduate
level, comes from almost every city and town in the Commonwealth.
Although it is sometimes thought of as a “western Massachusetts”
college, 58 per cent of its enrollment in 1956-57 came from the
eastern half of the State, and a growing percentage is from the
Greater Boston area.

The University is now offering undergraduate and graduate
programs in a large and growing number of fields, including liberal
arts and sciences, engineering which now enrolls a fourth of all
undergraduates agriculture, business administration, home eco-
nomics, nursing and education. New classroom buildings, labora-
tories and dormitories are being erected each year. The dormitory
and the new student union building program has attracted wide
attention because these buildings are paid for entirely from student
fees and rents, without cost to the taxpayer.

The University also conducts an extension program in the first
two years of college engineering at the General Electric Company
in Pittsfield.

For the academic year 1957-58, the University estimates it was
forced to turn down the applications of at least 1,200 qualified
Massachusetts residents because of lack of facilities and facultv.

The Ten State Teachers Colleges. Massachusetts led the Nation
in the development of teacher training. The oldest public normal
school in the country was opened at Lexington in 1839, later moved
to West Newton, and then to its present location at Framingham.
In the same year, 1839, a school was opened at Barre which later
moved to Westfield. In 1840 a norma! school was established at
Bridgewater.

The Ten Institutions and the Years they were founded.
1852Boston

Became a state teachers college in 1952, formerly Teacher;
College of the City of Boston.

1840Bridgewater
Fitchburg .

Framingham
Lowell

1894
1839
1894
1894North Adams

Salem 1854
1839Westfield

Worcester 1871
Massachusetts School of Art 1873
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All of these colleges offer four-year programs in teacher training,
and six of them offer the Master of Education degree through part-
time extension courses, these being Boston, Bridgewater, Fitchburg,
North Adams, Salem and Worcester. Boston offers the degree in
full-time study. The remaining four colleges offer, in their teacher-
extension programs, graduate courses for partial fulfillment of the
degree requirement.

The enrollment at these colleges is growing as rapidly as that at
other state institutions, and has roughly tripled since 1945. In that
year the total figure was 2,131; by 1950it was 4,039, and in October,
1957, it was 6,700. The freshman class alone at the ten institutions
in 1957 numbered 2,312, or more than the total enrollment in 1945.
Of the 6,700 now enrolled, 4,478 are women and 2,222 men; the
percentage of men is increasing. All of these colleges are planning
considerable expansion programs over the next five and ten years.

The individual colleges offer a variety of programs: for example,
Fitchburg offers courses in nursing education and industrial arts;
Salem, a program in business education; and Framingham, a pro-
gramin home economics. Partly for this reason many of the colleges
draw students from all over the State, and would draw more such
students if more dormitory facilities were available.

In 1954 a program of teacher extension training was begun,
which had 7,000 course enrollments in its first year. In 1956 there
were over 9,600 course enrollments. In 1956 an evening, part-time
technical community college program was begun at Fitchburg
Teachers College.

The teacher’s colleges are directly under the Board of Education.
A Division of State Teachers Colleges, also under the Board and the
Commissioner of Education, serves as a co-ordinating body, but in
practice each teachers college president has a considerable degree of
autonomy.

Until about 1950 the teachers colleges were very badly neglected
in terms of state financial support. Since that time, partly because
of a series of public and private studies, the “Baby Hoover” report
on education in 1952 (House, No. 2051), a study made by the
League of Women Voters in 1953, and a major legislative commis-
sion study made in 1954-55 (House, No. 2770, Acts of 1955), a
great deal of financial assistance has been given to these institutions.
They have received some $19,649,000 in capital programs since
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1950, and extensive further plans for expansion have been approved
or are nearing the approval stage.

A great deal remains to be done; the Division of State Teachers
Colleges estimates that to enable these institutions to grow to 11,000
by 1965, will require at least 13 buildings or new wings for class-
rooms and laboratories, 2 libraries, 2 auditoria, 1 additional gym-
nasium, 1 laboratory school, 7 student unions, 12 dormitories, and
continuing renovations to existing plants and provision of power
and service facilities. At least 300 to 400 additional faculty mem-
bers, and another 100 training school teachers, will also be needed
as well as additional funds for administrative, library and clerical
personnel.

The Division of State Teachers Colleges estimates that over
1,100 qualified applicants had to be refused in the fall of 1957
because of the lack of facilities and faculty. This shortage of facil-
ities is especially critical, since the Division estimates that Massa-
chusetts is now training oidy about one third of the teachers needed
each year in the Commonwealth.

Lowell Technological Institute. This school was established as
Lowell Textile Institute in 1895, financed by the city of Lowell
and by private industry, and intended to train technicians for the
textile and related industries.

In 1918 it became a state institution under the Department of
Education, and in 1953 it became an independent college under a
separate board of trustees.

Its program has been greatly enlarged, so that it now grants the
Bachelor's degree in a variety of programs, including chemistry,
electronics, general engineering and leather, paper, plastics and
textile engineering. Since 1935, it has offered the Master’s degree
in textile chemistry, textile engineering, and textile technology,
and it is now planning further graduate programs leading to the
Master’s and eventually the Doctor’s degree.

In 1957-58, the Institute has been developing a nuclear engineer-
ing and technician training program.

The Institute also educates a great many students in evening and
summer programs. Its daytime enrollment has risen from 290 in
1945 to 608 in 1950, and 1,087 in 1957, while its evening enrollment
has gone from 581 to 1,455 to 2,600 in the same period. Its summer
enrollment in 1957 was approximately 750. It is planning to triple
its:daytime enrollment by 1967.
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In 1957, the trustees of Lowell Technological Institute endorsed
a program of veryrapid expansion keyed to Massachusetts industrial
needs, which had been developed for the Institute by a Harvard
University group. This program emphasized the special needs of
those branches of Massachusetts industry, such as plastics and
electronics, which employ an especially large proportion of trained
technicians and engineers.

New Bedford Institute of Technology and Bradford-Durfee Technical
Institute. Like Lowell Technological Institute, these colleges began
as two-year technical schools, offering courses primarily in the textile
field, in 1895. Both were originally controlled by the cities of New
Bedford and Fall River, respectively, and came under the State
Board of Education in 1918. Unlike Lowell, they have remained
under the Board, but each has its separate board of trustees and
remains to a considerable degree an autonomous institution.

Both colleges have expanded from their original courses to offer
the Bachelor of Science in a variety of fields, including chemistry,
electrical engineering and mechanical engineering. New Bedford
also offers the Master’s degree in textile chemistry and textile
engineering. New Bedford has expanded from 62 students in 1945
to 301 in 1950 and 406 in 1957, while Bradford-Durfee has expanded
from 120 to 274 in the day school, and 595 to 553 to 640 in the
evening school.

Massachusetts Maritime Academy. This institution, located at
Buzzards Bay, was founded in 1891 to train young men as potential
officers of the American Merchant Marine. A three-year course
qualified its graduates to sit for examinations as deck or engineer
officers, and to apply for commissions as ensigns in the United States
Naval Reserve. Its enrollment has remained relatively constant
over the last ten years, from 230 in 1945 to 197 in 1950 and 194 in
1957. While under the Board of Education, it also serves under a
five-man commission and is autonomous to a considerable degree.

The Department of Education. - As previously mentioned, many
of the programs of the Department of Education itself directly or
indirectly affect higher education, although much of the Depart-
ment’s work has to do with elementary and secondary education
and with certain specialized programs, such as library extension
and the Division of the Blind.

The Board of Education is composed of nine citizens. One is
appointed each year by the Governor for staggered nine-year terms.
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The Board appoints tire Commissioner of Education, who is re-
sponsible to them, and who supervises the work of the depart-
ment.

As previously mentioned, the areas of Department activity
most directly affecting higher education include the Division of
State Teachers Colleges, the Division of University Extension, the
Division of Research and Statistics, and the guidance and replace-
ment work under the Division of Elementary and Secondary Educa-

| tion. All of these activities, along with the general work of planning,
public relations, and publication of studies and reports, have tradi-
tionally received very inadequate financial support, and the salaries
of the Commissioner and most other officials of the Department
have also been below reasonable professional levels.

The City Junior Colleges, Holyoke and Newton. In 1946, the
cities of Holyoke and Newton began city junior colleges, adminis-
tered by the local school committees and meeting in the high school
buildings in the afternoon and evenings. (Newton later obtained
full-time use of a former grammar school building.) Chapter 620 of
the laws of 1948 later made it possible for any local school com-
mittee to open a local junior college, and to offer degrees with the
approval of the Board of Education. In 1957, the city of Quincy
began developing a similar program by offering evening courses on
the college level.

These city junior colleges have grown like their counterparts in
other parts of the country. In 1957, Holyoke and Newton enrolled
383 full-time students, and they plan to expand to 875 by 1967.
Both colleges offer both terminal and transfer—liberal arts programs.
Holyoke draws almost entirely on part-time faculty members from
the surrounding colleges; Newton relies on both full-time and part-
time faculty. Both are now supported almost entirely by tuition
and draw small sums from the local school commit!

Under chapter 756 of the Acts of 1957, city junior colleges may be
jj* reimbursed by the State up to $lOO per student to make up half of
" any deficit in their operating costs.

New England Board of Higher Education. This organization
was established in 1955, under a compact of the New England
States. The Board consists of three members from each of the six
States, appointed by the Governor of the State. The administrative
costs are met by appropriations from the member States in propor-
tion to their population.
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The purpose of the Board is to improve educational opportunities
in higher education, both public and private, for the youth of New
England through the establishment of a co-ordinated educational
program. It strives to provide regional support and utilization of
specialized programs and at the same time to avoid the unnecessary
duplication of specialized facilities among the competing States.

Among the very valuable services performed by this organization
have been the publication of a series of research studies showing
-the shortages in college facilities and personnel in New England;
the co-sponsorship of the New England Regional Conference on
Education Beyond the High School, in May, 1957; and the develop-
ment of a program to encourage the admission of additional New
England students to New England medical and dental schools.

Massachusetts Higher Education Assistance Corporation. This
organization was founded in 1956 as a private non-profit corporation
empowered to loan up to SI,OOO a year to needy and qualified
Massachusetts residents attending the college of their own choice.

Under this program, over $700,000 has already been loaned to
over 1,500 Massachusetts residents. The organization has attracted
a great deal of attention from other States, some of which are now
beginning similar programs.

Massachusetts Scholarship Foundation. This private corpora-
tion, established in 1958, plans to create a million-dollar fund for
scholarships for Massachusetts residents attending the college of
their own choice.

3. The Present Pattern of Administrative Organization.

Since the problem of co-ordination of our fifteen state institutions
of higher education is one of great importance, and will be discussed
more fully in Parts 111 and IV of this report, there may be value in
summarizing here the present organizational structure of these
colleges.

1. The University of Massachusetts. This institution is under a
separate board of trustees.

2. The Ten State Teachers Colleges. These colleges serve under
the Board of Education and the Commissioner of Education, and
their programs are co-ordinated to a degree the Division of
Teachers Colleges, under the Commissioner. In practice, they have
a considerable amount of autonomy.
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3. Lowell Technological Institute. Since 1953, this institution
has been under a separate board of trustees.

4. New Bedford Institute, Bradford-Durfee Institute, Massachu-
setts Maritime Academy. Each of these institutions serves jointly
under the Board ofEducation and the Commissioner, and a separate
board of trustees or commissioners in the case of the Academy.
In practice, each has a considerable degree of autonomy.
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Part 111. The Problem of Educational Co-ordination.

Part IT of this report has shown the great diversity of public
higher educational institutions in Massachusetts, and indicated that
there has historically been relatively little co-ordination of their
activities. This problem, which has inhibited the development of
an over-all plan for Massachusetts higher education, has long con-
cerned legislative study commissions, leaders in public and private
education, and others who have studied the state’s educational
needs.

For example, in March, 1950, the Special Commission on Educa-
tion came to the following conclusions about higher education, and
suggested a permanent co-ordinating Council on Higher Education,
to include the presidents and deans of all state institutions:

[House, No. 2324, Acts of 1950.)

The Recess Commission on Education, in studying and investigating certain
petitions dealing with the University of Massachusetts, the textile schools, and the
proposed community college at Hyannis, was confronted at every stage with the
lack of integration and co-ordination between and among the institutions of higher
education supported by the Commonwealth. The Commission observed numerous
weaknesses in such a highly decentralized system of public higher education.
Some of these weaknesses include harmful competition for funds and students;
waste of public money through unnecessary duplication of courses, equipment and
staff by state institutions working in the same area of service; the development of
undue diversities in administrative practices and in educational standards; lack
of united institutional attack on state educational problems; and poor distribu-
tion of institutional services among different areas of the State or different groups
of the population.

From the point of view' of organization, the Commission feels the greatest need
faced by higher education is for the machinery necessary to assure a comprehensive
but economical state-wide system of higher education. If the American theory
of maximum degree of state sovereignty over education is to succeed over the long
years, States must assume responsibilities inherent in that theory.

In 1948, a legislative commission came to similar conclusions:
[House, No. 2050, Acts of 1948.1

In most States there are three or four separate higher educational purposes and
philosophies, each with distinct educational organizations, —■ the liberal arts col-
lege with its classical background; the land-grant college with its agricultural and
mechanical emphasis; and the professional schools. The truth is we have not
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yet developed a higher educational system whose purpose and philosophy meet
the needs of students for liigher education in a twentieth-century democratic na-

tion with responsibilities for world leadership.
As colleges are at present organized in our States, this confusion of thought and

action is not likely to be overcome. Each unit in the educational system has
tended to duplicate in a measure the offerings of one of the others, and, while not
losing its original purpose, has at least de-emphasized it to the poim of threatening
its distinction. In this tendency to duplicate offerings, there is an undoubted ef-
fort to meet evident educational needs. But the separateness, and, indeed, com-

petitiveness of the approach does not permit a forthright movement toward the
objective, which should be opportunity for a higher education of high quality and
specialization for all who seek it. The unco-ordinated approach causes some of
the possible areas of higher education to be overlooked altogether, and, when at-
tended to at all, to lack sufficient attention to insure needed development.

In 1948, Dr. Patrick Sullivan, then Director of the Division of
Elementary and Secondary Education and State Teachers Colleges,
filed a report with the Board of Education in which he also urged the
development of a master plan for higher education, with particular
respect to teachers colleges and community colleges. Among the
relevant recommendations in this report are the following:

That the Board of Education adopt a general policy as to the type of com-
munity college organization to be sponsored in Massachusetts, i.e., whether the
colleges will be considered as extensions of the secondary school structure in local
communities or as separate and distinct institutions, as recommended in this re-
port for present purposes. It is extremely important that this decision be made at
the outset because the policy adopted will ultimately determine the direction in
which the colleges will go. .

.

.

That if community colleges were to be established in areas not served by teachers
colleges, the Board of Education should request funds for community surveys
which will lead to the establishment of a master plan for community colleges in
Massachusetts. . . . The purpose of such a master plan would be to avoid un-
necessary duplication of facilities and courses, to give adequate coverage for all
areas, and to accomplish efficient and economical operation of such units as are
established.

A. very similar statement, calling for the development of an over-
by President Jean Paul Mather of

j in House, No. 2850, December,
all co-ordinated plan, was made
the University of Massachusett
1950, which he has offered as the
Relevant quotations follow:

present position of the University.

We believe that any adequate program of junior or community college develop-
ment must be related fiscally and in terms of educational policy to a total plan for
public higher education in the States. Such a plan does not exist at present.
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A. What is going to happen, for example, to the teachers colleges? Is it planned
to expand these units, contract, change their curriculum, add additional two-year
specialized programs, etc.? We do not believe that any intelligent fiscal program
will move toward establishing ten additional state universities. While some
scientific and technological equipment installed at teachers colleges might allow
the addition of community programs to the four-year teacher development pro-
gram, it should be recognized that it is not feasible to develop, in our opinion, full
four-year schools of science and engineering at each of the teachers colleges.

B. We believe that community colleges are in the field of higher education
and not just an extension of high school programs. Accordingly, the leadership
and policy should be developed and co-ordinated at the college and university
level rather than from or within the secondary programs of the Commonwealth.

The University accordingly will offer all its resources in the planning and de-
velopment of policy, even if it should be decided that some other authority should
administer colleges as established.

It is our opinion that what is really needed at this junctureis an extended survey
and policy development involving participation by both private and public insti-
tutional leaders to develop long-range criteria that may be adequately presented
„o the General Court or to local area leaders.

To these views majr be added two other comments. Governor
Foster Furcoio, in his address to the Governor’s Conference on
Higher Education on November 23, 1957, noted that “each of our
public educational institutions has developed inresponse to different
needs at different times thus: the University of Massachusetts
was started as an agricultural college the various teachers colleges
came into being in order to supply trained teachers for our public
schools our technical institutes developed according to the needs
of different regions of the State.”

The Governor added, “One fact is certain, and that is it would
be to the great advantage of the Commonwealth if a more effective
system of post-high school educational co-ordination were estab-
lished.

“Indeed, given the fiscal condition of the Commonwealth, and
the dimensions of the demands immediately ahead, I submit that
as educators who will be entrusted with substantial sums by the
people of the Commonwealth you will have a duty to work together
as has never been necessary heretofore, to the end that our needs
may be well met, quantitatively, qualitatively and economically.”

To this may be added an article from State Government of June,
1957, about the success of a “Joint Conference” of colleges which
co-ordinates the work of 26 private and 4 public colleges in Indiana.
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The President of Earlham College points out that “the colleges,
through the shared experience of their presidents and corporation
executives, have improved their academic offering, budgetary pro-
cedures, and hope for the future.” Results include “co-operative
enrollment studies, budget comparisons, and curricular develop-
ments. Agreements have been reached on student recruitment
procedures, responsibilities for adult and community education,
and development needs,” as well as joint planning for expansion to
cover the entire State, so that 92 per cent of Indiana youth are now
within twenty-five miles of the first two years of college.

It is thus the universal feeling of past commission and study
groups, outside authorities, and the existing public institutions,
that better over-all co-ordination and planning is needed for our
existing fifteen institutions, both in their own very ambitious pro-
grams of expansion and in the development of any new community
college or other facilities.
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Part IV. Next Steps in Massachusetts Higher Education; General Rec-
ommendations.

1. The Existing Public and Private Institutions.

Any recommendations for the expansion of public higher educa-
tion in Massachusetts must start with the following assumptions:

First, all private institutions in the Commonwealth should be
encouraged to expand as rapidly as possible, and to take as many
Massachusetts residents as is feasible, bearing in mind that many
of these colleges have important commitments to the rest of the
country as well. Those private colleges which now feel that they
cannot or should not expand should be asked to reconsider this
policy.

Second, the existing public institutions of the Commonwealth
should be assisted financially in expanding their present programs
as rapidly as possible. This expansion is necessary in order to
enable these institutions to offer the many specialized programs in
teacher training, science, engineering, technical training, nursing,
business administration, agriculture, and so on, which they will
have to provide for an ever-increasing percentage of Massachusetts
students.

In relation to the proposed new Board of Regional Community
Colleges, discussed in Part VI of this report, the expansion of the
junior, senior and graduate programs at these institutions is es-
pecially necessary in order to enable them to provide courses for the
thousands of additional transfer students they will be receiving
from these community colleges, as well as from Holyoke and New-
ton Junior Colleges and from other institutions.

2. A Co-ordinating Committee on Higher Education.
The Special Commission on Audit of State Needs urges that Gov-

ernor Furcolo immediately appoint a special Co-ordinating Com-
mittee on Higher Education, to consist of the appropriate public
officials including representatives of the new Board of Regional
Community Colleges discussed in Part VI.

This Committee should be asked to meet at regular, frequent
intervals, preferably monthly, to develop in more complete detail
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a unified over-all plan for the future expansion of public higher
education in the Commonwealth.

Such a unified plan should attempt to deal with the following
problems, among many others:

1. Over-all Expansion. —What is the present timetable in terms
of facilities, faculty, curricula and costs for the over-all expansion
of all public institutions, and what relation does this bear to the
population growth and economic needs of each part of the State?

2. Guidance, Transfer and Accreditation. - What procedures are
necessary in order to develop a uniform system of transfer and ac-
creditation among the existing state institutions, and between them
and the new regional community colleges? For example, a student
after his freshman or sophomore year at a state teachers college or
technical institute may wish to transfer to the University of Massa-
chusetts or Lowell Technological Institute, or vice versa. This is
particularly true of students who wish to take programs in teacher
training, science, engineering, nursing, agriculture, business ad-
ministration, and other specialized subjects.

The development of an over-all guidance and accreditation sys-
tem, under the joint auspices of the state university, teachers col-
leges, technical institutes, and regional community colleges, should
be encouraged in order to make plain to all entering freshmen their
opportunities at all state institutions. It should be emphasized
that many educational studies have shown that the first year or
two of college are often most important in helping to determine a
student’s later vocational and intellectual interests, and that many
students change their plans after a few months in college.

An over-all accreditation system, perhaps with a uniform state
examination for transfer at the sophomore or junior level, will also
be a necessity in order to permit the public colleges to establish
uniform standards for students from other state institutions. Such
a system is also badly needed because students will also be trans-
ferring in increasing numbers from Holyoke and Newton Junior
College, and from private colleges.

3. Public Relations. Relations to Secondary Schools. What
should be done to make the Commonwealth more aware of oppor-
tunities and needs at the state institutions? Would there be value
in an over-all budget for better public relations, including the pub-
lication of one catalogue or brochure describing all state institu-
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tions, made available to secondary schools, parent-teacher groups,
and other organizations? Would there be value in a film dealing
with all state institutions, which could be shown to similar groups,
or in funds to provide for representatives of all institutions to speak
at high schools each year? At present, funds for public relations
and for better relations with the secondary schools are almost
non-existent. If one joint public relations and community rela-
tions program could be developed for all state colleges, the Com-
monwealth would have a better understanding of its investment in
higher education, and parents, students and teachers would be more
aware of educational opportunities with which many are unfamiliar.

4. Research and Planning. What should be done by all state in-
stitutions, including the Department of Education, in the develop-
ment of more adequate programs for long-range educational re-
search and planning? The lack of such funds is one reason that the
educational needs of some parts of the Commonwealth have re-
mained in a sense no one’s business.

The Commonwealth has never developed a permanent higher
educational planning staff, adequately financed and supported.
Most of the planning done so far by state educators has been ac-
complished by the overtime work of very busy officials with ex-
tremely limited budgets. For example, the Division of State
Teachers Colleges in the Department of Education has never been
given the funds or personnel it needs for planning the expansion of
the ten teachers colleges. The University of Massachusetts and
Lowr ell Technological Institute have similarly been forced to rely
on the work of busy senior officials who already have far too many
responsibilities and far too little assistance, Any over-ail educa-
tional plan should include recommendations for funds for a per-
manent planning group, adequately financed, and able to .co-
ordinate the work of all state educational institutions.

3. Other General Recommendations
1. The Department of Education. The programs of the Depart-

ment of Education, notably those of the Division of State Teachers
Colleges, the Division of Research and Statistics, and programs for
guidance, research, planning, publication and public relations, should
be considerably expanded. The new program for a science co-
ordinator recommended this year should also be adopted.
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2. Faculty and Administrative Salaries. The President’s Com-
mittee on Education Beyond the High School has urged that the
salaries of educators and educational administrators be doubled
within ten years. It is urged that the salaries of faculty and ad-
ministrative personnel both at the state institutions and at the
Department of Education be raised as rapidly as possible.

3. Scholarships and Loans. The Commonwealth has just
adopted two new scholarship laws, chapters 690 and 691 of the
Acts of 1957. Chapter 690 provides that $lOO,OOO in general
scholarship funds be made available to Massachusetts residents
attending either public or private colleges of their own choice, and
chapter 691 provides that an additional $50,000 shall be made
available to Massachusetts residents attending schools of medi-
cine, dentistry and nursing.

These funds will considerably augment two much more modest
scholarship programs already in existence, the Commonwealth
Scholarship Program, which provides $25,000 a year for students
at the University of Massachusetts, and the teachers college scholar-
ship program which provides approximately $4,000 a year for the
6,700 students at the ten state teachers colleges.

However, these funds should be greatly increased, in order to
bring educational opportunity, in a time of rising educational costs,
within the reach of all qualified students.

Private loan programs like that of the Massachusetts Higher
Education Assistance Corporation, the Massachusetts Scholarship
Foundation, and other scholarship and loan programs, should also
be strongly encouraged.

4. Public Understanding. Every device of organization, ad-
ministration and better public relations should be used to make the
Commonwealth more aware both of its opportunities and its re-
sponsibilities in public higher education. The Department of Edu-
cation, as it has requested, should be permitted to publish once
again its Annual Report, for which funds have not been made avail-
able since 1942. The publication of a single pamphlet describing
educational opportunities at all public institutions, and the possi-
bility of a film to achieve the same purpose, should be given serious
consideration. Funds should also be made available for representa-
tives of all public institutions to make tours of our secondary schools
each year, to inform our youth of low-cost opportunities for higher
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education. There should be an Annual Conference on Higher Edu-
cation each year, like the Governor’s Conference of November 23,
1957.

5. Guidance Counselling. The Department of Education, as
part of the work of the Co-ordinating Committee recommended
above, should be asked to develop a plan for the strengthening of
guidance counselling at Massachusetts secondary schools, and to
request such funds as will be necessary to carry out such a program.
A plan for partial state subsidization of local guidance counsellors,
like that which exists in the field of juvenile delinquency, should be
given serious consideration.

6. Educational Television. The use of educational television
should be encouraged, especially through courses like that now
being developed by Station WGBH-TV in collaboration with the
Department of Education and local educators. Educational TV
may prove of special value in advanced teacher-training programs.

7. The New England Board of Higher Education. The work of
the New England Board of Higher Education, both its general re-
search and development activities and its present plans for the ex-
pansion of opportunities for New England residents in medical and
dental education, should be strongly encouraged and assisted.
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Part V. The Case for the Regional Community College

1. The Historical Background.

For almost fifty years, legislative study commissions in Massa-
chusetts have suggested that the Commonwealth develop a system
of public junior or community colleges like those which have grown
so rapidly in other parts of the country. (In this study, following
the Report of the Special Commission on Junior Colleges of Decem-
ber, 1956, (House, No. 2850, Acts of 1956), the terms ‘junior college’
and ‘community college’ will be used interchangeably, although
more technically the junior college is often thought of as offering the
first two years of liberal arts college work, and the community
college as offering both liberal arts work and a variety of terminal,
technical and vocational studies tailored to the particular com-
munity. In this study it will be assumed that the community col-
lege will offer both types of courses, and evening and adult education
courses as well.)

As long ago as 1923, the outstanding American educator George F,
Zook, then of the United States Office of Education, made an ex-
haustive survey of Massachusetts higher education for a legislative
commission. Among the major conclusions of this commission was
the following recommendation for the immediate establishment of a
state-wide network of community colleges:

The Commission gave careful study to the junior college as a method of supple-
menting present “opportunities and provisions for technical and higher education
within the Commonwealth.” Survey chapter XVII deserves careful reading. The
junior college plan provides these opportunities in the most efficient and economi-
cal way both for the State and for the student. It is economical for the State,
since at minimum cost it brings these facilities into intimate co-operation with the
high school; it is economical for the student, since it brings the first two college
years within easy reach of every boy and girl in the Commonwealth, thus greatly
reducing the living costs of the student, who may live at home. It strengthens
the high school system, since it places the first two college years in intimate con-
tact with the high school years, and it relieves the colleges of overcrowding in the
first two years where relief is most needed. An increasing number of young people
will continue their education through the high school and through the junior
college, since the transition from the high school to the junior college will be more
natural than from the high school to the traditional college, thus reducing the
present alarming mortality between the high school and the college. It will give
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larger opportunity to girls for higher education upon the same terms as those
granted to boys, thus meeting the need for providing a rapidly increasing number
of young women with educational opportunities of this kind. It will meet the
needs of many who would greatly profit by opportunities for education beyond the
high school, but who perhaps would not profit by the educational program offered
by the traditional college; and it will meet the demands coming from business and
industry for special training beyond the high school on the non-degree conferring
level.

. .
. The Commission therefore recommends that the General Court authorize

the establishment of junior colleges according to the terms of a bill filed herewith.
(House, No. 1700, Acts of 1924, p. 19.)

Under this proposal, Dr. Zook estimated that twelve community
colleges in eleven principal cities could bring 85 to 90 per cent of the
population within fifteen miles of his proposed college network. His
twelve colleges were to be located as follows: two in Boston, and
one each in Salem, Lawrence, Brockton, Fall River, Framingham,
Worcester, Fitchburg, Greenfield, Springfield and Pittsfield.

Since that time, many reports by legislative commissions and by
the Department of Education have urged the expansion of oppor-
tunities in public higher education, either through community
colleges or two-year programs at the state teachers colleges.

For example, the Massachusetts Youth Study, made in 1940 by the
Department of Education, urged that further educational oppor-
tunities be marie available by the expansion of certain of the state
teachers colleges to offer business, technical, and semi-professional
courses suited to the given areas of the State. The study also urged
that the Department of Education be supplied with funds to make
an over-all study of this possibility, so that it might recommend a
comprehensive plan to the Legislature.

A 1947 legislative commission (Special Recess Commission on
Educational Matters, House, No. 1899, Acts of 1947) emphasized
that the lack of educational opportunity still existed, and as a first
step urged that Massachusetts State College be reorganized as the
University of Massachusetts, a recommendation which was carried
out.

A 1948 commission (Special Commission established to investigate
and study Certain Problems ofEducation in the Commonwealth, House,
No. 2050, Acts of 1948) emphasized the need for better over-all co-
ordination of public higher education, the expansion of tire state
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university, the development of two-year technical and vocational
programs at some of the teachers colleges, and the encouragement
of the community college movement.

The same commission in 1950 (House, No. 2324) again emphasized
the need for both expansion and better co-ordination of public
higher education, and the creation of community colleges, especially
in Boston and Hyannis.

In 1951 this Commission (House, No. 2324) again came to sub-
stantially the same conclusions.

The most recent reports, those of the Special Commission rela-
tive to the Operation and Structure of Junior Colleges in the Common-
wealth (House, No. 2850, Acts of 1956), and the final report of this
Commission on January 22, 1958, House No. 2719, Acts of 1958
also urged that the Commonwealth develop immediately a plan
for the development of community colleges in Massachusetts.

2. The Experience of Other States
Nationally, the community college movement has been the

fastest growing sector of American higher education. From 1939
to 1954, private senior colleges and universities grew by 76.3 per
cent in enrollment; public senior colleges gained 80.9 per cent;
private junior colleges grew by 25.7 per cent; and public community
colleges gained 144.4per cent. From 1921 to 1930, enrollments in all
two-year colleges increased by 9 times; from 1931 to 1940, by 3
times; and from 1941 to 1951 increased by 2Y2 times. 1

A great many of the more than thirty States which are now mak-
ing surveys of their needs in higher educational expansion are
planning a large-scale development of public community colleges as
a central part of their programs.

The State of Michigan, for example, has recently completed a
study conducted by S. V. Martorana of the United States Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare, which concludes that the
public community college is by far the most effective and least
expensive way to bring both liberal arts and technical-vocational
education to the rapidly rising college age population. The Michi-
gan study recommends the immediate establishment of twenty-

Jesse Bogue, The Development of Community Colleges , Washington, 1957.
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three community colleges, in addition to the fourteen community
colleges and nine state senior colleges, which already exist. The
study further recommends that another 14 community colleges be
established as a matter of secondary priority. Several separate
community colleges are urged from the Greater Detroit area alone. 1

An educational survey in Florida, which has been especially in-
terested in the community college as a way of providing skilled and
educated young people for the State’s growing economy, has recom-
mended a state-wide plan under which community colleges would be
established in at least eighteen areas immediately.2

Illinois, which already has nineteen community colleges, has been
urged by an educational commission go establish at least twenty-one
more. The study also names an additional twenty-six communities
in which population figures and financial base could justify further
community colleges. 3

California, which already has seventy community colleges in ad-
dition to eight campuses of the state university and ten other state
colleges, and which enrolls about one half of all public community
college students in the United States, is also planning to continue
developing further public community college facilities. 4

Other States which are planning or considering the expansion of
public community or junior college systems range from New York,
Rhode Island, Ohio and Maryland to Georgia, Mississippi, Oregon
and Washington. 6

3. The Case fok the Community College.

The reasons for this rapid growth of community colleges through-
out the United States are many.

Community colleges, first of all, offer low-cost education to many
young men and women who otherwise could not afford a college
education at all. Today the costs of living away from home at
most Massachusetts colleges range from SI ,000 a year at the Uni-

1 S. V. Martorana, The Community College inMichigan (Lansing, Michigan). The Survey of Higher Edu-
ation in Michigan, June, 1957.
2 JamesL. Wattenbarger, A State Plan for Public Junior Colleges, with Special Reference to Florida (Gains-

ville, Florida: University of Florida Press, 1953).
3 Illinois Higher Education Commission, Illinois looks to the Future in Higher Education (Chicago, 1957),
4 Liaison Committee, A Restudy of the Needs of California in Higher Education. (Sacramento, California:

California State Department of Education, 1955.)

A selected bibliography of studies being made in other States will be found in Appendix D,
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versity of Massachusetts to $2,500-3,000 at many of our best-
known private institutions. The costs of attending many Massa-
chusetts colleges even as a commuter can range from $l,OOO to
$1,300 a year or more. Spending the first two years at home will
enable many students, and their families, to save approximately
$2,000 on the average and thus be able to afford the more expensive
junior, senior and graduate level courses.

Secondly, community colleges encourage many students, who
otherwise would not go on to college or post high school education,
by providing opportunities and encouragement which would not
otherwise be present. Studies in many States have shown that the
percentage of high school graduates who continue their education
rises sharply when there is a college, and especially a community
college, within twenty-five miles or less. The presence of a com-
munity college encourages parents and teachers, as well as students,
to give more thought to post-high school education. This is well
shown by the striking fact that Holyoke has one of the highest
percentages of students continuing their education beyond the high
school of any industrial city in the Commonwealth.

Third, community college education encourages the so-called
“late starter,” the able student who for a variety of reasons did
not realize his full abilities in high school. Very often, the combi-
nation of college-level work and adequate guidance counselling can
motivate students to plan to continue their education.

Fourth, community colleges can serve both the student and the
community by providing technical and vocational training which
can lead to the availability of better trained employees for industry.
The importance of highly skilled technicians and other trained
personnel to Massachusetts industry, and to national defense, has
already been discussed.

Fifth, community colleges result in very large savings to the
taxpayer, since the cost of buildings and other facilities for com-
muting students is far less than the cost of dormitories, boarding
halls, and facilities for students who live at a college. Instructional
costs are also lower at community colleges, since the less specialized
freshman and sophomore courses are offered.

Sixth, community colleges help to relieve the pressure on the
state university, teachers colleges, and other senior colleges, by
allowing them to concentrate their enrollment in the upper years.
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A considerable number of students complete their higher education
after two years of college; nationally, fifty per cent do not go
beyond the sophomore year. The senior colleges are also able to
give more attention to the advanced and graduate courses in which
they specialize. The experience of other States also shows that
community or junior colleges tend to attract a faculty whose
primary interest is in teaching rather than in scholarship and
research, and who therefore take more interest in freshmen and
sophomore students.

Seventh, a community college serves as a center for adult educa-
tion and evening courses, helping to educate those of all ages who
wish either vocational or non-vocational training beyond their
formal schooling. Industry is also served by courses which help
those already at work to upgrade themselves on their jobs. In
the same way, a community college often serves as a cultural center
for the entire community or region, and a source of expert con-
sultants and advisors in many kinds of business, governmental and
professional activities.

It is not surprising, therefore, that almost every recent national,
regional and state plan for expansion of higher education, including
those suggested by President Eisenhower’s Committee on Educa-
tion beyond the High School, and by the New England Regional
Conference on Higher Education in May, 1957, have urged that
special attention be given to the possibilities of community college
education, both transfer-liberal arts and technical and vocational.

4. The Need for Comprehensive Planning.

Nevertheless, the development of public community colleges in
Massachusetts has so far been fairly limited. As discussed in
Part II of this report two city junior colleges in liolyoke and
Newton, opened in 1946. A program for evening, part-time tech
nical education was begun at Fitchburg State Teachers College in
1957, and a program for offering the first two years of college ei

gineering on. a part-time basis to employees of the General Electric
Company in Pittsfield was begun by the University of Massachu
setts at the same time. Private junior colleges and technical in-
stitutes in some cities notably Boston and Worcester have also
offered two-year technical and liberal arts programs.

However, no systematic, state-wide public community college
program has yet been developed.
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One of the main reasons for the slow development of a Massa-
chusetts community college program is unquestionably the State’s
long emphasis on private education. Another is the fact that the
public community college movement has generally been strongest
in the West and South and is only gradually making headway in
the northeastern United States.

Another reason, however, has been the traditional lack of co-
ordination and planning in Massachusetts public higher education.
As Part II of this report has shown, the fifteen state colleges and
universities serve under a variety of separate authorities and boards.
Each exists for certain specific purposes teacher or technical
training, or agricultural education in the case of the state university
as originally conceived and came into existence in response to
certain specific needs.

No one authority, neither the Board of Education nor the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts, has the specific and sole authority to plan
the development of all public higher education in the Common-
wealth, nor have funds ever been appropriated for this purpose
despite many legislative suggestions that this be done. In an area
where there are few or no higher educational facilities, such as Cape
Cod or the Fall River-New Bedford region, it is not clear where
responsibility lies for the planning and development of such fa-
cilities.

The Special Commission wishes to emphasize that there is a very
great need for over-all planning of a community college system along
with planning and co-ordination of our entire public higher educa-
tional program. The following section is devoted to this problem.

(a) The Special Massachusetts Case.
1. The Unique Regional Possibilities. Massachusetts, unlike

almost any other State, is so compact that as few as eight com-
munity colleges, together with the University of Massachusetts,
could be so situated as to offer the overwhelming majority of the
State’s population a community college within twenty miles com-
muting distance. A very large percentage would be within fifteen
miles or less.

This means that practically every one in the State could be
offered the opportunity of two years of higher education at a very
low total cost to the taxpayers and without the great expense in-
volved in operating a large number of separate local institutions.
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2. Local Governmental Structure. Massachusetts lacks the kind
of local governmental organization which has made local develop-
ment of community colleges more practical in other States. Mast
States outside New England have a system of much smaller county
units with extensive governing powers, including tax powers and
control of education. These counties have often served areas of the
size to make local organization and operation of colleges more
feasible, and they have also had a more adequate tax base than
Massachusetts cities and towns. Massachusetts counties are very
large and have always performed only a few specialized functions
like those of the sheriff’s and district attorney’s offices.

3. Problems of Regional and Metropolitan Government. Massa-
chusetts and national experience indicates that there would be great
difficulties in many cases in organizing effective governing units
larger than the city or town to administer and finance regional
community colleges. While some parts of the State have been
able to organize regional high schools, there are special difficulties
in initiating, administering and financing more complicated and per-
haps controversial activities such as community colleges. National
experience as well as state experience with such metropolitan ac-
tivities as transportation and recreation indicate that real problems
can arise here, especially in regions of very diverse kinds of cities,
suburbs and towns. The recent debate about whether other cities
and towns should support the extension of the MTA, at a possible
addition to their tax burden, indicates that there would be problems
in getting some cities to help serve the educational needs of other
cities and towns. Some students might be penalized if their local
school boards or other agencies refused to co-operate with regional
community colleges, or to share in their support.

4. The Problem of the most efficient and economical location of
community colleges in a region is also a serious one. Unless some
central authority can decide on location it is always possible
that there may be serious jurisdictional rivalries among different
cities, especially if there are two or more large cities or towns in a

Endless political maneuvering the establishment of two
many colleges in one part of a region and not enough elsewhere, or
the placing of a college in an area not well served by transportation
or other-wise unsuitable for the whole region, are other possible con-

quences of local control.
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5. The Special Problem of the Local Tax Burden. Among the
48 States, Massachusetts ranks second in its per capita local prop-
erty tax. The already heavily overburdened local governments can-
not be expected to carry much of the tax burden for community
colleges, and will in any case be dependent on state support to a
considerable extent, as they now rely in part on. state support for
elementary and secondary education. If any major share of the
tax burden of possible community colleges is laid upon them, we
can assume that they may feel it necessary to sacrifice these colleges
in many cases in order to provide for the public schools. On the
other hand, if state funds are made too easily available to a great
many communities, this might encourage an unwise and unjustified
expansion of colleges where they could, not serve the needs of the
region or even of their own city.

6. The Problem of Public Understanding and Experience.
Massachusetts ranks 48th among the States in its per capita support
of public higher education, and lags especially in the development
of public junior colleges. The State’s long emphasis on private
education and other factors have combined to create a situation
where many citizens are unaware either of general needs in higher
education or the possibilities of such institutions as community
colleges.

A major job of education of the public is necessary even to en-
courage the expansion of such existing institutions as the state
university and teachers colleges, on the state level; it would be
far more difficult to persuade many local communities, and local
school boards, on an individual, community-by-community basis.

While some local communities, like Holyoke and Newton, are
showing imagination and initiative, others, burdened with their
great needs in elementary and secondary education, or not aware
of the problems of higher education, may not act for a long tune.
It is possible that some of these communities might be so centrally
located that their failure to act, for whatever reasons, would damage
the educational development of an entire region, and also penalize
the students of their own city or town.

7. The Duplication of Facilities, Curricula and Faculty. The
establishment of too many small, competing community colleges
would also mean an undesirable and expensive duplication of ex-
pensive programs, and would greatly increase the difficulty of
getting enough good teachers.
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The duplication of expensive facilities and courses would be
especially true in the vocational and technical programs offered at
community colleges. Further, such programs should be planned
from the viewpoint of the needs of a whole region or the entire
State, and not necessarily in terms of the interests for each separate
locality alone. Otherwise, the locality which established the com-
munity college might not be willing to develop an expensive pro-
gram of training technicians which might be of great benefit to
other localities in the same region.

8. The Problem of Accreditation, Standards, and Transfers. All
educational authorities agree that some method of standardizing
and accrediting the work offered by public community colleges is
necessary, and that the State will have to serve in this capacity.
A large number of independent local colleges would greatly com-
plicate this problem.

The problem of transfers is even more acute. While many stu-
dents at community colleges will be taking terminal programs or
programs in adult education, others will wish to transfer to the
junior year at accredited colleges. Transferring from even the most
respected junior colleges, private or public, is now becoming increas-
ingly difficult. In 1957, the state university was not able to take
as many transfers as it wished from Holyoke Junior College and
other institutions because its own) facilities were so crowded. Any
coherent and. well-planned system of higher education will have do
be organized in terms of faculty, facility and curricula so that
qualified students from public community colleges will be able to
transfer to the state university, teachers colleges, and technical
institutes as well as elsewhere. Indeed, there should be close co-
operation among all these institutions and between them and the
private institutions.

Part of this problem of transfer is simply that of a lack of facilities
at the higher institutions, but it is also true that the accreditation
problem will become more difficult if there are manjr separate local
institutions with very diverse ideas as to faculty, curricula and
standards, under many separate local school boards.

(6). —Some Arguments from National Experience.

The experience of other States in the field of organization and
administration of higher education is very varied, and related to
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many special local and state problems and to the various accidents
of history which have given some States as many as five separate
graduate state universities, each with its own board of trustees.
In many States today the concern of public higher educators is
with finding some way to co-ordinate and sometimes to combine
the many sepaiate authorities and boards which have grown up
for a variety of reasons.

In the field of public community colleges, experience is also
varied. At present some 25 States have primarily local systems
usually with a degree of state support or control, and some 19 States
have state-controlled colleges or extension systems, sometimes
accompanied by separate local institutions or a degree of local
control. Historical accident or jurisdictional conflict has played
such a large part in this development that the Council of State
Governments, for example, has found it impossible to generalize
about the best system for any one State.

But most authorities today agree that a strong measure of state
planning is necessary, and will be increasingly necessary in the, field
of junior colleges especially. A number of such comments are cited
below.

1. President Eisenhower’s Committee on Education Beyond the
High School (Summary, 2nd Report, p. 21): . the Committee
recommends that communities anticipating substantial growth in
student population consider the two-year college as a possible
solution to some of the problems of providing additional educational
opportunities.”

“However, the Committee also urges that this possibility be ap-
proached with caution. Careful planning is essential to ensure
success for this kind of educational program. There are already
many colleges too small to be economically feasible. Community
planning must be closely related to state and regional planning in
order to avoid the possibility of developing still more small, un-
economical units. The errors that were made in developing too many
small high schools should not be repeated in the development of
community colleges. Any community college should be financed in
such a way as not to weaken financial support of the community’s
elementary and secondary schools. Without sound planning, what
might have become a major community asset may become a com-
munity disappointment.”
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zation of Education” (Mimeographed Study, June, 1957, p. 7):
“There is considerable discussion today about the possible role of
junior college .... Many authorities believe that these institutions
can perform a valuable service by offering the first two years of
college.

. . . Others doubt that they are likely to have the faculty
and facility necessary to produce a program of college caliber
if they are to be considered an integral part of a State’s higher educa-
tional system, state governments must accept more responsibility
for them. A few States already require that need and feasibility
studies be made before a local community is permitted to establish
a junior college. Other States might well take similar steps
enabling legislation needs to be sufficiently broad to permit forma-
tion of junior college districts large enough to meet the minimum
standards.

The Rodgers Study, Jack Rodgers, “ Yardsticks for Establishing
a Public Junior College,” State Government, April 1957, p. 84 •

“A very important basis upon which establishment of a proposed
local public junior college should rest is approval by some state
authority. Some central authority should have the responsibility
ff the over-all development of a state system of junior colleges.”

“This responsibility should certainly rest with an authority which
has time to consider the responsibility entrusted to it . .

. with the
problems attending upon our rapidly growing system of higher edu-
cation and those of a much more rapidly growing system of lower
schools, it appears that junior college problems might be solved by
a junior college board or commission whose sole duty would relate to
problems confronting already existing colleges, as well as those
brought about by the proposed new' colleges.

“Such a board or commission would have time to investigate the
establishment of proposed colleges, to determine local attitudes
toward such proposed institutions, and to evaluate the curricula of
the new colleges. It could also determine the ability and willingness
of the community to support a local public junior college and de-
termine how such an institution woidd fit into the already existing
situation.’

“Such a separate commission would not have any other public
obligations to attract its attention, and from its vantage point as
a state authority would be able to determine how a proposed college

2. Council of State Governments. ■—■ “Some Changes in the Organi-
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would be likely to succeed. With an executive officer to collect in-
formation, make investigations, and community surveys, and carry
out other duties in its direction, the commission would be in the
position to make policy decisions from a high level in keeping with
its statutory authority.”

4. The Salwak Study, Stanley F. Salwak, “Reasons for the Per-
manent Closing of Junior Colleges in the United States.” Journal of
Educational Research, 50, {March, 1957), p. 547: “It is common
knowledge that many public junior colleges evolved, during the
years (1940-52), with little forethought in regard to careful planning
and extended study to determine where such institutions should
have been located in terms of minimum student potential, financing
and what their specific purposes or functions were to be insofar
as the needs of their students were concerned. . . . Greenleaf was
aware of this problem when he said, ‘lnstitutions such as junior
colleges that sprout up more so because of community pride and
ignorance have failed to function even before their names could be
inscribed in any college directory.’ Recently, Bogue said that,
even during the period of junior college development, the junior
college has ‘been growing without plan, general support, or vision,
and in some states almost as an extra legal institution.”' (The
Salwak Study found that of 31 public junior colleges which closed
permanently between 1940 and 1952, 26 mentioned “lack of funds”
or “lack of interest” as the reason, and 13 mentioned “small student
potential.”)

5. The American Council on Education. (Jesse Bogue, American
Junior Colleges, 1956.) “The American Association of Junior
Colleges is now' stressing the need for state studies, the establish-
ment of state-wide planned systems so that all youths and adults
may have opportunities for further education while living at home,
the provision for district organizations to secure adequate local
support and enough students to provide good educational programs,
and for state aid to junior colleges.”

6. Jesse Bogue and Norman Burns, “Legal and Extra-Legal Influ-
ences for Improving Junior Colleges,” in Public Junior Colleges, 1956,
pp. 239-240:

“Moreover, up-to-date research information tends to prevent the
establishment of junior colleges in areas and under conditions which
do not warrant their establishment. At one time, for example, lowa
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had twenty-seven public junior colleges. Today there are sixteen.
Practically all of these which have been discontinued were too small
to operate with reasonable economy and efficiency. Now, Starrak
and Hughes have shown how a state system of public junior colleges
could be financed on a district basis with free tuition. They,could
be located within commuting distance of every potential student
in the State and be large enough to provide for the variety of pro-
gram which lowa needs now because of changing agricultural,
industrial, and business conditions. If data of this sort had been
fully considered initially in lowa legislation, many pitfalls could
have been avoided in establishing the early junior colleges. At the
same time, this kind of information can help legislators realize what
their obligations are to all the youth of the state rather than being
limited to those who live in the more populous and wealthy sections.”

“There appears to be a growing conviction that the best interests
of all youth of the State cannot be met short of the establishment
of a state system of public junior colleges.”

7. The American Association of Junior Colleges. (Jesse Bogue,
“The Development of Junior Colleges,” 1957, p. 9): “Each state as
a whole should be concerned about a comprehensive plan for a
state-wide system of higher education. Special attention should
be given to those areas in the state where opportunities are not
provided in terms of accessibility and diversity of offerings in
higher education. ... It is this concern for the welfare of the
state as a whole —• for all its citizens that state-wide planning
is aimed.”
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Part VI. Regional Community Colleges: A State-Wide Program.

Part V of this Report has shown that the establishment of a
state-wide system of community colleges could bring low-cost, high-
quality education to the overwhelming majority of the State’s
population.

The benefits would be great to the student and his parents, who
would be saved an average of $2,000 in the costs of two years of
college away from home; to the secondary school, which would find
that many more students would be motivated to attend college;
to business and industry, which would find available a new source
of trained and skilled employees; to the taxpayer, who would be
saved the costs of the more expensive dormitories, boarding halls,
advanced laboratories and other facilities required at residential
colleges; and to the entire Commonwealth which would gain in the
knowledge and skills of its young men and women.

All national experience stresses that community college educa-
tion is a special problem and a special challenge in itself, combining
as it does liberal arts colleges, vocational courses, and adult educa-
tion. It is not and should not be an adjunct to either secondary or
upper-level higher education.

For this reason, we urge the establishment of a new and independ-
ent state Board of Regional Community Colleges.

A draft bill to accomplish this purpose will be found in Appen-
dix A.

In order to co-ordinate this new Board with the entire state
system of higher education, we recommend, that its membership in-
clude the Commissioner of Education, the President of the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts, the President of Lowell Technological Insti-
tute, and a president of a state teachers college elected annually by
all ten teachers college presidents. We propose that the total mem-
bership of this Board should be nine, the other five members to be
appointed for overlapping five-year terms.

We propose that this Board employ an Executive Director and
such other professional staff as is necessary, in consultation with
local school committees, local secondary educators, and business,
labor and civic leaders throughout the Commonwealth, to prepare
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an over-all plan to meet the need for community college education
in the entire State.

We propose that the Board shall then establish and maintain
regional community colleges at suitable locations in accordance
with this plan.

Following the examples of Holyoke and Newton, in some cases
the Board will undoubtedly find it possible to utilize high school or
other facilities until new facilities are available. This will enable
the Board to begin educational programs immediately to meet the
needs of 1959 and 1960, with the agreement of the local author-
ities.

As the construction of new facilities proceeds, a state-wide plan
will make possible large savings to the taxpayer through uniform
architectural planning and the large-scale purchasing of supplies,
equipment and library books. Furthermore, most of these costs
could be covered by a bond issue which would be repaid over a period
of many years when the community colleges are actually in opera-
tion and serving the entire Commonwealth.

All existing public junior colleges will, of course, continue as inde-
pendent institutions, receiving the present $lOO per student state
subsidy of up to $lOO per student.

The exact locations of the proposed regional community colleges,
and the exact definitions of regions, should be left to the Board,
after careful professional studies of the potential enrollment and
special educational needs, including the needs of business and in-
dustry, in each part of the State. The general regions used in
making this study will undoubtedly approximate those finally
adopted by the Board; the areas to be served will thus include
Metropolitan Boston, the Lowell-Lawrence-Haverhill area, the
New Bedford-Fall River-Taunton-Attleboro region, Greater Worces-
ter, Greater Fitchburg, Springfield-Hampden County, Pittsfield-
Berkshire County, and the Cape Cod-Plymouth region. The
Franklin-Hampshire area can probably be served adequately by the
University of Massachusetts, which lies within twenty miles com-
muting distance of the entire area, although the University’s greater
commitment to the entire State must never be underemphasized.

In each region there should be a regional advisory board, includ-
ing members of local school committees in the region and repre-
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sentatives of business, labor and the public. The closest co-opera-
tion between the area served and the community college is essential.

This program must be co-ordinated and unified with the expan-
sion of the University of Massachusetts, the ten state teachers col-
leges, and the state technical institutes. Otherwise, neither the
facilities and faculty nor the specialized upper-class and graduate
courses will be available for the additional thousands of qualified
graduates of community colleges. The community college system
can be of great benefit to the senior colleges by taking some of the
pressure off the first two years’ classes, and by enabling them to
concentrate more fully on their specialized, advanced programs in
teacher training, science, engineering, nursing, agriculture, business
administration and other fields. Neither the community colleges
nor the existing institutions alone can provide fully for the needs
of our youth.

We must act boldly and immediately to provide education be-
yond the high school, of high quality and at relatively low cost, to
all of our talented young men and women, and at the same time to
meet the growing needs and demands of our Commonwealth and
our Nation.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Eight.

Act establishing a board of regional community colleges

AND PROVIDING FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF REGIONAL COM-
MUNITY COLLEGES. '*

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 1. Chapter 73 of the General Laws is hereby amended
2 by striking out section 7, as most recently amended by chap-
-3 ter 309 of the acts of 1957, and inserting in place thereof the
4 following section:
5 Section 7. The department may grant the degree of bachelor
6 of education or of bachelor of science in education to any person
7 completing a four-year course in a Massachusetts state teachers
8 college, and the degree of master of education to graduates of
9 colleges or universities who have satisfactorily completed a

10 graduate course of instruction in any such teachers college.

1 Section 2. Said chapter 73 is hereby further amended by
2 striking out section 9.

1 Section 3. Chapter 15 of the General Laws is hereby amended
2 by adding the following section.
3 Section 27. There shall be in the department, but not subject
4 to its control, a board of regional community colleges, herein-
-5 after called the board, consisting of the commissioner ofeducation,
6 the president of the University of Massachusetts, the president

Appendix A.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION.

Cf)t Commontoealtl) of
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7 of Lowell Technological Institute, a president of a state teachers
8 college elected annually by the presidents of the state teachers
9 colleges including the Massachusetts School of Art, and five mem-

-10 bers to be appointed by the governor with the advice and con-
-11 sent of the council for a term of five years. The members shall
12 serve ■without compensation, but shall be reimbursed for their
13 actual and necessary expenses incurred in the performance of
14 their duties. The governor shall from time to time designate one
15 of the members as chairman. The board shall employ and fix
16 the duties of an executive director and may employ and fix the
17 duties of such other persons and expend such funds as are neces-
-18 sary to carry out the functions of the board. Said director and
19 employees, together with the presidents, faculty and other em-

-20 ployees of the regional community colleges, shall receive such
21 compensation as the board shall determine, and shall not be
22 subject to chapter thirty-one of the General Laws.
23 The duties of the board shall include the determination, in
24 consultation with local school committees and local educators,
25 of the need for education at the community college level through-
-26 out the commonwealth, and the development of an over-all plan
27 to meet this need.
28 The board shall establish, maintain and operate regional com-
-29 munity colleges at suitable locations in accordance with said
30 plan. The board shall have the power to construct, lease or
31 otherwise provide any facilities required for such colleges. The
32 board may also enter into agreements for the use of local facilities
33 with a local school committee or other local authority or jointly
34 with local school committees or other authorities of two or more
35 cities or towns; provided, that the board and the local school
36 committee or committees or other local authorities shall have
37 the right to review this agreement for the use of local facilities
38 at any time. The board may, upon six months’ notice and after
39 consultation with the local school committee or committees or
40 other authorities, require changes in such an agreement, or dis-
-41 continue the agreement at the close of any academic year. The
42 school committee or school committees or other local authorities
43 may discontinue the agreement at the close of any academic
44 year, provided at least six months’ notice is given to the board.
45 The board shall have general supervision and control of re-
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46 gional community colleges established under the provisions
47 of this section; shall select the president of each college and
48 approve his selection of the faculty and other employees thereof;
49 shall establish the curricula, which shall include courses equiva-
-50 lent to the first two years of college education, post-high school
51 vocational education, and adult education; shall fix the tuition
52 to be charged, and may grant the degree of associate in arts or
53 associate in science, or both such degrees, to persons who
54 complete the required courses of instruction in such colleges.
55 Each regional community college established under this act
56 shall have an advisory board to consist of eleven members to be
57 appointed by the governor for a term of five years. The mem-
-58 bers shall be residents of the region served by the college. At
59 the time of their appointment, two shall be members of local
60 school committees, one shall be a representative of business, and
61 one a representative of labor.

1 Section 4. Sections seventy-five, seventy-six, seventy-seven,
2 seventy-eight, and seventy-nine of chapter seventy-one of the
3 General Laws are hereby repealed. Any community or junior
4 college created by the local school committee of any city or town
5 under the provisions of sections seventy-five to seventy-nine,
6 inclusive, of the General Laws as in effect immediately prior to
7 the passage of this act shall be empowered to continue to oper-
-8 ate under the jurisdiction of the local school committee. All
9 degrees granted by the local school committee under said sec-

-10 tion seventy-nine in any such community or junior college shall
11 continue to be granted subject to the approval of the board of
12 collegiate authority. The commonwealth shall annually pay
13 one half the net maintenance sum, after deducting such amounts
14 as may be paid for tuition, to cities and towns maintaining ex-
-15 tended courses of instruction as provided under said section
16 seventy-eight, which have been approved by the commissioner
17 as to organization, location, equipment, courses of study and
18 conditions of admission; provided, however, that the reimburse-
-19 ment paid any city or town under this section shall not exceed
20 one hundred dollars per pupil enrolled in such courses.

1 Section 5. Chapter 40, section sof the General Laws is
2 hereby amended by adding the following clause: Clause 52.
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3 For the purpose of reducing part or all of the tuition for students
4 from said city or town attending a regional community college
5 as established under section twenty-seven of chapter fifteen of
6 the General Laws.

1 Section’ 6. The governor, in his initial appointments of the
2 members of the board of regional community colleges, under sec-
-3 tion three of this act, shall designate one to serve for five years,
4 one for four years, one for three years, one for two years, and
5 one for one year.

1 Section 7. The governor, in his initial appointment of the
2 members of the regional advisory boards appointed under sec-
-3 tion three of this act, shall in each region designate three to serve
4 for five years, two for four years, two for three years, two for
5 two years, and two for one year.
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A. Statistical Assumptions.
The first, phase in projecting demand is a projection of total

employment by industry. Our figures cover only manufacturing,
construction, transport-communications and other public utilities
and trade. We exclude finance and other services, even though
many technical occupations are involved in these industries.

Projection or Manufacturing Employment.

It is assumed that Gross National Product in the United States
will increase at an average ratio of 15 per cent per five years. This
means that by, 1975, national product would have increased 75
per cent above the 1955 level. This is a conservative estimate;
many economists forecast a doubling of the national product over
the next twenty years.

It is also assumed that the rate of growth of each industry relative
to the rate of growth of the national product from 1947-49 to 1953
will persist. Industry rates of growth computed on this basis have
been modified, however, to take account of expected population

wth and of long run growth from 1937-39 to 1947.
The resulting rate of growth in employment by industry was com-

puted by comparing changes in employment from 1947 to 1953
with changes in output. A set of five-3r ear rates of growth in national
employment was thus obtained for each manufacturing industry.

Next, the employment trend of Massachusetts in each industry
was compared with the national trend over the same period. The
ratio of state growth to national growth was then used to compute
the expected rate of growth of employment in each industry for
the State. In cases showing negative growth, future employment

Appendix B.

THE MASSACHUSETTS MARKET FOR ENGINEERS AND
TECHNICIANS

1 This Appendix is part of an extensive study made for the Commission by Dr. Andre L. Daniere, De-
partment of Economics, Harvard University.
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was stabilized at the 1955 level, except in textile mill products
and tobacco manufactures. The high rate of growth in electrical
machinery was dampened in view of the abnormal military demand
for electronic equipment. Finally, several adjustments were made
after comparing projections to 1955 with actual figures for the same
year.

Projection of Employment in Other
Industries.

Construction: stabilized somewhat below 1955 level.
Transport, communications, public utilities: despite the sharp

drop in employ ment observed since 1947, a slight growth beyond the
1955 level has been assumed.

Trade: assumed to grow at the same rate as manufacturing em-
ployment, as it did between 1949 and 1950.

Table I. Massachusetts Employment by Industry ,

Projected.Actual

1950. 1955. 1955, 1970.

Primary metals 18,492 21,039 21,000 21,000
34,142 37,162 40,000 42,000Fabricated metal products

Machinery (excluding electrical) . . 61,928 71,179 72,000 78,000
66,054 82,056 130,000 170,000Electrical machine
27,235 24,295 37,000 42,000Transport equipment
15,069 20,022 30,000 35,00(Instruments

10,491 10,000 10,000clay, glass
6,015Lumber products 7,071 6,015 6,000 6,000

12,561 15,000 15,000Furniture, fixture
35,160 38,767 43,000 46,000Miscellaneous manufacture
117,491 71,556 65,000 60,000Textile mill product

Apparel and products
....

49,687 59,640 67,000 71,000
17,918 23,597 28,000 30,000Rubber and

918 67,190 67,000 67,000Leather produc
34,699 34,000 34,000Paper produ>

37,170 36,511 42,000 44,000Printing, publi
Chemical and products ....

17,935 18,344 30,000 35,000
Petroleum ucts

....

3,767 2,169 2,000 2,000

005 38,884 39,000 39.000Foods and beverages manufactures . 39,005
Tobacco manufactures .... 1,405

675,840 676,699 778,000 84'Total listed manuf; 99

65,000Construct 00(1

iblic utbTransport, comraun:
tics 93,330 100,000

843,495 943.000 1,012,000Total listed
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Note that according to this projection, employment in manu-
facturing industries would grow by 25.1 per cent between 1955 and
1970 and employment in all industries listed by 19.9 per cent. The
growth is slightly less than that projected for the labor force from
population data:

Projected Increase inLabor Force, Massachusetts; Index 100, 1955.

1955. 1960. 1965. 1970. 1975.

100 j 113 122 ; 129
I 1 I I

The major feature of employment projections for Massachusetts
is the spectacular growth of such industries as electric machinery
and instruments. Electric machinery (which includes electronics)
has grown faster in Massachusetts than in the United States as a
whole. Despite a decline between 1953 and 1955, the chemical
industry is another growth potential for Massachusetts. The same
holds true of transportation equipment (with a possible shift from
ship building to aircraft). Among the soft goods, only apparel shows
any promise of expansion.

Altogether, it is apparent that Massachusetts’ industrial structure
is shifting from nondurable to durable goods production, and more
particularly to highly fabricated durables.

Engineers-Employment Ratios and Technical Personnel-
Employment Ratios.

The following table is developed from three different sources:
(a) Unstarred percentages of engineers to total employment are

from table 23 in the National Bureau of Economic Research publi-
cation, “The Demand and Supply of Scientific Personnel,” by
David M. Blank and George J. Stigler.

(6) Unstarred percentages of technicians to total employment are
from table LYI in “A Survey of Technical Occupations in Louisiana
Industry,” published by the Louisiana Department of Commerce
and Industry. They result from a survey of 275 establishments in
16 industries.

(c) Starred percentages of technicians to total employment are
obtained by applying to the percentage of engineers in the industry
a figure showing the number of technicians per engineer. The
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technicians/engineer ratios were obtained from the 1944 “Report
of the Consulting Committee on Vocational-Technical Training for
Industrial Occupations.”

(d) Starred percentages of engineers to total employment are
obtained by applying the inverse of the technicians/engineer ratio
from the previous source to the percentage of technicians obtained
from the Louisiana survey.

Clearly, therefore, the starred percentages are not as reliable as
the unstarred ones, and the technician ratios in turn less reliable
than the engineer ratios. Note that where the National Bureau of

Table 11. - Engineers to Total Employment Ratios and Technical Employees to
Total Employment Ratios, by Industry, 1950.

Per Cent Engineers I Per
EC^“J‘nt,Cal

to Employment. ;

Primary metals (other iron and steel) .... 1.42 8.4*
Fabricated metal products (iron and steel) ... 2.23 17.8*
Machinery (excluding electrical) (Miscellaneous machin-

ery) 3.62 18.1*
Electric machinery 4,94 49.4*
Transport equipment :

Aircraft 9.26
Ship boats 1.97 5.0

Instruments ......... 4.60
Stone, clay, glass -

Lumber products 0.66* 6.6
Furniture, fixtures
Miscellaneous manufactures
Textile mill
Apparel and products
Rubber and products 2.10
leather products
Paper products 0.59 5.9
Printing, publishing - 20.0
Chemicals and products (miscellaneous) .... 7.11 27.2
Petroleum and products (refining) 6.92 15.8
Foods and beverages 0.88 11.0
Tobacco 0.88
Construction 2.27 3.8*
Transportation (rail and truck) 0.41 j 3.71
Communications (telephone) 2.62 M.4 25.0 f 9.1
Utilities 4.06 j 14.6 J

Economic Research source gave ratios for sub-industries the ratio
chosen for the industry group in the table was that corresponding to
the most significant sub-industry in the group (Massachusetts
employment).
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1

An analysis of this table will show that the highest engineers
ratios are found in aircraft production, chemicals, petroleum refining,
electric machinery and instruments. The last two industries happen
to lead all others in potential growth within Massachusetts. Al-
though the development of aircraft production in the State has not
been spectacular, there are good reasons to hope that the industry
will spread from neighboring Connecticut to Massachusetts.
Chemicals also come high on the list of providers of future employ-
ment. Note that the technical employee ratio is highest in electric
machinery, our fastest growing industry.

Projected Need for Engineers and Technical Employees.

The following projection is obtained by applying 1950 engineer
employment ratios and 1944 technician employment ratios to our
emplojunent projections. The 1950 number of engineers in educa-
tional services, engineering and architecture services, other pro-
fessional services and public administration were obtained by ap-
plying National Bureau of Economic Research ratios to the 1950
employment in these industries. Projections were made on the
conservative estimate that the group would grow at the same rate
as the labor force. The engineer employment ratio in manufactur-
ing industries where no figure is available was computed by com-
paring the 1950 aggregate employment in these industries with the
number of engineers (1950 census) not accounted for by the other
industries. The resulting ratio of engineers to employment comes
to 1.14 per cent. The ratio of technicians to employment in manu-
facturing industries where no figure is available was taken as 12 per
cent, average in manufacturing industries according to the Louisiana
study.

This projection involves the conservative assumption that en-
gineer and technical employee ratios will remain stable, industry
by industry, through 1970. The fact is, however, that we should
expect an increase. Between 1940 and 1950, the percentage of
engineers to total employment increased from 2.03 to 3.13 in durable
goods, from 2.05 to 3.04 in non-durable goods, and from 1.96 to
2.27 in construction. A report in 1931 by the Society for the Pro-
motion of Engineering Education showed a ratio of 2.7 technicians
for each engineer in manufacturing. The ratio was found to be
5.2 in 1944 (Consulting Committee on Vocational-Technical
Training).
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1950. 1955. 1965. 1970. 1950. 1955. 1965. 1970.

Primary metals (other iron an'
steel)

Fabricated metal products (iron
and steel)

Machinery (excluding electrical;
(miscellaneous machinery)

Electrical machinery .

Transport equipment, aircraft
ship, boats ....

Instruments
Stone, clay, glass
Lumber products
Furniture fixtures
Miscellaneous manufactures
Textile mill
Apparel and products
Rubber and products
Leather products .

Paper prodm
Printing, publishing
Chemicals and products (miscel

laneous ....

Petroleum (refining)
Foods and beverages
Tobacco
Construction
Transportation (rail and truck) )

Communications (telephone) f
Utilities

Total (listed industries for
which ratios are available) . 14,510

Total (listed industries for
which no specific ratio is
available; average ratio ap-
plied to aggregate employ-
ment) .

...ment) . ...
3,760 3,380 3,520 3,670 40,450 36,520 40,000 41,600

Professional* 2,800 2,970 3,360 3,620 -

Over-all total .... 21,070 21,260 25,980 29,430 123,220 126,080 167,420 181,890

* Educationalservices, engineering and architectural services,

total need for engineers in 1970 will be 44,000 rather than 29,500.

Table 111. Projected Need for Engineers and Technical Employees , Selected Indus-
tries, 1950-1970.
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The technical employee figures represent underestimates of total
needs for two reasons;

(a) Many technicians are employed in industries not listed in the
table (trade, finance, insurance, business repairs and services, per-
sonal services, entertainment and recreation, professional and
related services, and public administration).

(6) The ratio of technicians to employment is also likely to in-
crease. The figures available are not sufficient, however, to warrant
projections even as approximative as those obtained for engineers.

Taking into account the fact that the 1950 total in the table does
not cover more than two thirds of the likely' number of technicians
in the same year, and that technician employment ratios will in-
crease over the next twenty years, it is safe to predict that the need
for technical personnel between 1950 and 1970 will have increased
by at least 100,000.

Projected Supply of Graduated Engineers in Relation
to Needs.

The following table on page 79 gives first and second level gradu-
ations in engineering and in selected physical sciences from Massa-
chusetts institutions in 1954-55.

Only a portion of these graduates were Massachusetts residents.
There is no obvious way to evaluate how many students from other
States are likely to look for employment in Massachusetts after
graduation and how many graduated state residents will move out
of Massachusetts. It can be argued that the problem of college
training of engineers is of national rather than local scope, and that
Massachusetts industries could always attract enough engineers
by offering superior advantages. It is clear, on the other hand,
that a ready supply of Massachusetts born engineers would depress
the local market for engineering talent and place Massachusetts
firms in a better competitive position. The salary needed to attract
a resident will always be less than that required to induce migration
from other parts of the country to New England. For this reason,
the State should graduate a number of residents at least equal to
its total engineering needs.

An estimate of the number of non-residents graduating in engi-
neering and science from schools in the State has been obtained by
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Table IV. Graduations in Engineering and Selected Physical Sciences, Massa-
chusetts Institutions, 1954-55,

Engineering. l | Physical Sciences, Ratio
I Massachusetts

Students
First Second First : Second to Full-time

| Level. Level. Level. , Level. Undergraduates.
!!

American International College. - 8 - 83.4
Amherst - - 23 - 15.5
Anna Maria - - 5 - 85.2
Atlantic Union - - i 7 - 58.4
Boston College - - 62 21 92.2
Boston University ....

7 45 18 86.4
Brad ford-Durfee

....
13 i 7 - 89.7

Brandeis - - 5 - 40.0
Clark -

- 14 6 73.5
Harvard 25 72 ! 183 93 30.9
Holy Cross - 1 37 7 36.8
Our Lady of the Elms ...

- - 6 - 88.5
Eastern Nazarene ....

- - 3 - 27.0
Emmanuel - j 22 - 98.5
Lowell Tech 38 4 19 8 87.1
Maritime Academy ...

30 - i 18 - 97.8
Massachusetts Institute of Tech. . 557 510 j 83 30 19.1
Merrimack 4 j 6 - 95.7
Mount Holyoke - - j 30 1 15.9
New Bedford 19 - j 13 - 97.9
Northeastern j 279 46 I 31 6 93.8
Radclifte - j 18 5 27.2
Regis - - 9 - 77.5
Simmons - - 13 - 52.4
Smith - - 15 9 13.8
Suffolk -

- 5 - 100.0
Tufts 94 - 74 11 58.6
University of Massachusetts . . 75 4 57 16 100.0
Wellesley - - 22 4 14.8
Wheaton - - 8 - 20.4
Williams .....

- - 50 3 16.9
Worcester Poly tech .... 124 6 4 - 58.6

1,265 642 | 902 238

1 “Ist level” refers to the Bachelor’s degree;” “2nd level” to the Master’s degree or beyond.

applying to each figure in the previous table the percentage of
Massachusetts residents registered as full-time undergraduate stu-
dents. The estimated tota's are given below.

j Engineering. I Physical Sciences.

First | Second |j
Level Level j| First j Second(Bachelor).| (Master), j Level, j Level.

Total graduations, 1954-55 1,265 j 642 j 902 238
Estimated graduations of Massachusetts residents,

1954-65 680 j 174 jj 562 115
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We must not assume that all engineering needs must be covered
by graduate engineers. Only 54.5 per cent of all engineers in 1950
had had four years or more of college. Moreover, about 16 per cent
of the number of college-trained engineers in 1953 had received
their degree in a field other than engineering. Almost half of these
had received their training in physics, mathematics, chemistry and
geology, the other half coming from a great variety of fields. An-
other way to measure the participation of non-engineering graduates
is their ratio to engineering graduates which, in 1953, came to 21.6
per cent.

Projection of Supply: Graduate Engineers.

Barring changes in educational policy, the 1970 supply of engineers
with college degrees can be projected as follows:

(a) Making the generous assumption that one half of the second
level engineering degrees are granted to students who did not previ-
ously graduate in engineering, stabilization of graduations at the
1954-55 level would mean an annual flow of 770 new resident gradu-
ates with engineering degrees.

( b ) Assuming that, under shortage conditions, non-engineering
graduates representing up to 25 per cent of the annual number of
engineering graduates would join the engineer force every year,
the annual additional supply at 1954-55 engineering graduation
rates would be 190. This represents about 34 per cent of the 1954-55
first level graduations of Massachusetts residents in physical sciences
{i.e., physics, mathematics, chemistry, biological chemistry and
geology).

(c) If these flows are maintained, and if the 1950 graduate
engineers force had the same age composition as the national 20-65
age group, the supply of graduate engineers would increase as
follows between 1950 and 1970.

1950. 1970.

Engineering graduates 8,470 19,250

Non-engineering graduates 2,970 5,250
Total 11,440 24,500
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Projected Gaps.
The total number of graduate engineers in 1970 would thus be

55.7 per cent of the conservatively estimated need for 44,000 en-
gineers. As about 5,500 of the non-graduate engineers at work in
1950 would remain by 1970, an additional 14,000 non-graduates
would have to be found to fill the gap.

Note that the 55.7 per cent ratio of graduates is close to that
found in 1950. In other words, at present graduation rates, Massa-
chusetts would do no better than holding to the 1950 ratio of gradu-
ate engineers. There was evidence presented earlier that, for the
Nation as a whole, new additions to the engineers force tend to
include a much larger proportion of graduates. It is thus quite
evident that the competitive position of Massachusetts industries
would be seriously damaged if we do not increase our graduations
in the engineering and physical science fields.

Assuming that 60 per cent of the United States engineering force
in 1970 will be made up of people with an engineering degree, the
same ratio in Massachusetts would mean a supply of 26,500 engineer-
ing degree holders. To go from the 1950 figure of 8,470 to 26,500
in 1970 (and making the usual assumption as to age composition),
would require an annual engineering graduation of 1,180. This is
almost twice the first level graduation of Massachusetts residents
in 1954-55.

To summarize, Massachusetts should plan now to train enough
engineers, scientists and technicians requiring two years of educa-
tion beyond the high school to supply an additional 44,000 engineers
and an additional 100,000 technicians by 1970. Plans must be
made now in order to develop the necessary curricula, faculty and
facilities for such programs over a period of years.

The community college, it should be added, is especially well
suited for the training of technicians, and already does so in many
parts of the United' States.

A failure to expand present technical and engineering training
programs, and to develop new programs, will greatly weaken the
competitive position of the Commonwealth in the national economy,
and will also prevent Massachusetts from playing its proper role in
national defense.
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Educational Opportunity and Motivation in Massachusetts. 1

During the twentieth century, increasing numbers of Americans
have come to look upon a college education as a necessity. Educa-
tion has seemed to more and more people to be the principal avenue
of opportunity in this country, and since 1920 the proportion of
young people in college has more than quadrupled across the coun-
try. 2 All observers of higher education are convinced that an
increasing percentage of young people will desire higher education
in the future.

There are many factors which underlie the attitude of high school
students on the question of whether or not to go to college. The
most important of these (not necessarily in order) are

(a) Motivation the student’s desire for a college education,
and what he expects to get from it.

(6) Financial resources whether he and his parents can finance
all or part of a college education, combined with the feasibility of
loans and scholarships.

(c) Intellectual ability the basic qualifications needed to
carry on college-level work.

(d) Family background the view which parents and immediate
relatives have toward higher education.

(e) Community expectation the general attitude toward
college training prevailing in adult circles which might influence the
student.

(/) Geographic propinquity to college the availability of
college facilities within commuting distance is a major factor.

Of these, motivation is probably the most important, and is per-
haps a resultant of the other factors. Any discussion of the motiva-
tion and attitudes of students and their parents must start with a

Appendix C

PART I

This appendix is part of an extensive study of educational motivation made for the Commission by
Dr. George D. Blackwood, College of General Education, Boston University.

Educational Policies Commission, Higher Education in a Decade of Decision (Washington, 1957), p.
The actual numbers were 597,880 in 1920 and 2,765,000 in 1955. These figures represented 8.1 per cent and
32.1 per cent, respectively, of the college-age populatioi
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*

single assumption, that as the number of young men and women
of college age grows, there will be a proportionate increase in the
number of those qualified in terms of intellectual ability, but not
necessarily aware of the value of higher education.

There has been much discussion of the fact that some of the most
highly qualified high school students do not continue on to college,
and some excellent studies of this problem have been made both on
the national level and in certain States such as Minnesota. In 1954
a number of the estimates resulting from these studies were com-
piled, and it was concluded that about one-half of the ablest twenty-
five per cent of high school students did not go on to college. 3 This
figure should probably be used with caution when applied to Massa-
chusetts. Guidance directors and other school personnel contacted
by the Commission staff seemed to feel that the proper figure in
1957 for the school systems of eastern Massachusetts would fall in
the realm of 20 to 30 per cent. No actual figures as to the current
situation in the State appear to be available, however.

It may be concluded, however, that many people in the field of
education are convinced that there is a substantial loss of talent to
society. Better coordination between schools and colleges and more
extensive and specialized guidance procedures are suggested by some
educational leaders as ways to reduce this loss of talent. Many
smaller communities have been unable to finance adequate and spe-
cialized guidance and counselling facilities,4 and the national
estimate of 50 per cent cited above may hold in some Massachusetts
communities.

Before World War 11, about 20 to 25 per cent of high school
graduates in Massachusetts usually continued on to college, a figure
which was above the national average. In 1922, 19.9 per cent of the
graduates of public high schools entered college; s in 1938, the figure
was 24.2 per cent.6 In the latter year, a thoroughgoing study of
youth in the Commonwealth, the “Massachusetts Youth Study,”

3 Wolfle, Dael, America'sResources of Specialized Talent (New York, 1954), p. 313. See also Robert J. Havig-
hurst and Bernice L. Neugarten, Society and Education (Boston, 1957), pp. 242-260; Ralph F. Berdlo, After
High School, Whatf (Minneapolis, 1953); George E. Hill, Who Should Attend Collegef (Athens, Ohio, 1956);
Elmo Roper, Factors Affecting Admission of High School Seniors to College (Washington, 1949).

4 Fraser, Viola J., A Survey of the Small Secondary Schools in Massachusetts to Determine the Extent to which
Guidance Services are Provided (Unpublished M. Ed. Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1956).

5 Report of the Commission for an InvestigationRelative to Opportunities andMelhods for Technical and Higher
Education in the Commonwealth, House No. 1700, December 26, 1923, p. 293.

8 Computed from data in theMassachusetts Youth Study, published by the Massachusetts Department of
Education, 1940, chapter VI, pp. 5-11.
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sponsored by the Department of Education, showed that 54.6 per
cent of the 40,000 seniors in Massachusetts high schools wanted to
continue their education.

There was, then, a real demand for education beyond the high
school among Massachusetts youth of the later nineteen-thirties.
It should be noted that by no means all of these young people
wanted to go to collegiate institutions for four years; some of them

about one fourth of those who wanted to go to college wanted
only one or two years of college training, usually some kind of busi-
ness or trade training. The “Massachusetts Youth Study” of 1940
also found that about 6,500 students graduated from public high
schools and had the requisite mental ability for college work, but
did not go on to college. 7

With this as a starting point, it may be seen that the last years of
the depression began a long-term trend in higher education in Massa-
chusetts. This trend can be summarized as a growing desire for
college education on the part of the youth of the State and their
parents. This trend was somewhat obscured by World War 11, by
the military conscription policies adopted during and after the war,
and by the rush of veterans into colleges in the years immediately
following the war, but it was again clear by 1948.

In that year John H. Flynn, working with the Special Commission
Established to Investigate and Study Certain Problems of Educa-
tion in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, made a survey of the
attitudes of all seniors in the public high schools, seeking some of the
same information the Massachusetts Youth Survey had provided.
Whereas the earlier study had found that 54.6 per cent of the seniors
wanted to continue their education, Flynn found the 1948 figure to
be 66.9 per cent.8 In both studies, the most popular single choice
was a business training of up to two years’ duration. One notable
distinction in Flynn’s findings was that whereas only 15 per cent
of the total number of 1938-39 students expressed a desire to com-
plete about two years of college, the 1948 figure was 32 per cent.
The percentage desiring a full four-year course had dropped slightly
between 1939 and 1948.9 Thus, the trend toward a two-year course
was marked.

7 Ibid, chapter VI; see also House Document, 1899,1947, SpecialRecess Commission on EducationalMatters
pp. 21-22.

8 Flynn, John H., A Survey ofPost-High SchoolPlans of Graduates ofMassachusetts High Schools (Unpub
lished M. Ed. Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1950), pp. 26-28.

® Flynn, op. cit., p. 32; Massachusetts Youth Study, chapter VI, pp. 11-14
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In the 1950’s there are various indications that the desire for
college education is increasing. Of the national college-age popula-
tion, in 1949-50, 25.6 per cent were enrolled in institutions of higher
education; this had climbed to 31.7 per cent in 1955-56. 10 In Massa-
chusetts, the following table shows the percentage of public high
school graduates planning on going on to college or other higher
education during recent years: 11

Per Cent

I 1952 36.4
1953 37.8
1954 38.7
1956 40.7
1957 41.0

Recent experience in the Commonwealth, therefore, seems to bear
out recent predictions on the national level that the pattern estab-
lished over the last twenty years an increase of about 1 per cent
each year on the average will continue during the near future. 12

Presumably, we can estimate that at least 40 per cent of our high
school graduates will plan on going to college, and the figure may
run higher by 1960 or 1965.

This figure will be affected by several factors which were men-
tioned earlier, such as community and parental expectation, and
financial resources. This situation will vary from commimity to
community, and from family to family; however, certain generaliza-
tions can be made. The remainder of this section on motivation
will therefore be divided into two parts: an examination of the
types of communities in Massachusetts to determine the sources of
attitudes toward higher education, and a report of recent research
into attitudes of students and parents in eastern Massachusetts.

Among the communities of Massachusetts, a number can clearly
be distinguished as being urban areas where families with moderate
or lowr incomes predominate. When the State’s nine largest cities
are grouped together, it can be seen that the percentage of public
high school students who expect to go to college is significantly
lower than in the rest of the State. (See Table I.)

10ThePresident’s Committee on Educationbeyond the High School, SecondReport (Washington, July, 1957).
11 Massachutetts YouthStudy, chapter VI, p. 7; Flynn, op.cit., p. 33; Departmentof Education, Division of

Research and Statistics, Annual Studies,
12 Joseph A. Kahl, “Education and Occupational Aspirations of ‘Common Man’ Boys,” Harvard Educa-

tional Review, XXIII (1953), pp. 186-203.
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Table I. Median Income, Rate of Population Growth or Loss, and Educational
Plans in Massachusetts: the Nine Largest Cities.

(Sources: Figures for median income arc computed from the town and city monographs prepared by the
Massachusetts Departmentof Commerce, which in turn are based on the estimates of the U. S. Bureauof the
Census; the figures are for incomes in 1949, the latest available for these cities. The figures for population
growth or loss are based on “The Decennial Census,” 1955, published by the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts, p. 18. The figures for the percentages of public high school seniors planning on college or other higher
education are contained in the reports prepared by the Massachusetts Department ofEducation. 1957 figun
were not available when this study was made.)

Median Income Per Cent of Public High
ofFamilies and Per Cent of School Seniors planning

unrelated Population on Higher Education.
City ! Individuals Growth

] (as a Per Cent or Loss,
{ of State Figure). 1946-1955. 1962. j 1954. ! 1956.

Boston 90.8 - 5.4 34.0 32.6 } 33.5
Worcester 95.9 +1.9 30.5 27.1 1 25.1
Springfield

.... 105.0 +3.9 36.9 38.4 | 37.2
New Bedford .... 88,2 -4.4 37.5 43.1 39.9
Fall Eivcr 91.3 -8.6 17.0 37.6 ( 39,7

Lynn 107.1 -5.8 33.3 47.6 33.2
Cambridge .... 84.5 -10.9 32.9 23.5 28.3
Somerville 116.9 -8.4 23.4 28.1 19.1
Lowell 89.3 -7.3 29.4 38,3 40.5

Thenine largest cities as a whole 93.2 —4.5 32.8 33.6 32.7

The State as a whole .
. 100.0 +7.7 36.4 38.7 40,7

It will be seen that while in the State as a whole the percentage
of high school seniors seeking a college education is increasing, this
has not been true of the Commonwealth’s largest cities. These
cities reported about 33 per cent of their youth as planning on col-
lege, while the State as a whole reported from 36 to 41 per cent.
The income level of these cities, as of 1949, was 93 per cent of the
state figure. (In dollar terms, the state median was $2,909; in
these nine cities, it was $2,773.)

The communities between 40,000 and 90,000 present a different
picture. (See Table II.) Unlike the largest cities, the 15 cities
and 3 towns between 40,000 and 90,000 population gained popula-
tion between 1945 and 1955. However, the gain is slight as com-
pared with the state figure, 2.5 per cent against 7.7 per cent. Also,
the gain came largely from two communities, Newton and Wey-
mouth; the other sixteen roughly balanced each other in gains and
losses. These cities and towns, in general, run somewhat ahead of
the state average in the number of seniors planning on college or
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other higher education, the percentage of the entire group rising
from 38.7 to 43.3 over the four-year span. It should be noted, how-
ever, that when figures for the city of Newton and the towns of
Arlington and Brookline are subtracted from the totals, this group
of cities and towns would run below the state average, in so far as
the plans of graduating seniors are concerned. With these three
communities left out, the figures would be: 1952, 33.1 per cent;
1954, 33.4 per cent; 1956, 35.3 per cent.

Table 11. Median Income, Rate of Population Growth or Loss, and Educational
Plans in Massachusetts: the Eighteen Cities and Towns between JfifiOO and
90,000.

Median Income
of Families and

City or Town unrelatedl itt ok iown. Individuals
(as a Per Cent

of State Figure).

Arlington 131.9
Brockton 92.6
Brookline 110.0
Chicopee 106.6
Everett 110.8
Fitchburg 99 6
Haverhill 90.3
Holyoke 96,8
Lawrence 92.0
Malden 110.3
Medford 125.4
Newton 132.3
Pittsfield 112.4
Quincy 121.1
Salem ..... 106.3
Taunton 92.6
Waltham 105.3
Weymouth .... 122.6

Totals for these cities . 108.9

Totals for the state as
a whole ... 100.0

Per Cent of Public High
Per Cent of School Seniors planning
Population on Higher Education.

Growth
or Loss.
1945-1955. 1952. 1954. 1956.

+8.3 30.3 62.4 59.3
-3.9 38.5 40.6 36.1
-0.1 64.7 72.4 75.0

+ 10.0 23.8 32.2 35.0
-7.2 27.7 20.9 32.0
-1.9 34.7 35.0 42.3
-1.6 36.2 48.4 40.4
-1.0 n.a. 39.8 52.4
-11.1 | 22.0 26.7 30.7
-0.1 40.8 29.5 42.0
-2.5 43.8 43.1 40.1

+ 12.0 70.9 70.3 75.2
+3.2 25,1 22.6 28.2
+2.9 29.1 36.3 32.2
-6.3 36.9 31.6 19.8
+6.9 32.5 26.7 20.0

+ 15.0 22.4 29.5 33.3
+52.9 n.a. 35.8 39.1

+2.5 38.7 41.4 43.3

+7.7 36.4 38.7 40.7

A third group of cities and towns and in some ways the most
significant group of all is composed of those between 15,000 and
40,000. As of the 1955 census, there were 88 of these in the Com-
monwealth, with an average income well above the state median.
The population of this group of communities is growing rapidly, at
a rate almost twice the state average. When one considers the
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percentage of high school seniors planning to go to college, the sta-
tistics for this group are revealing. As Table 111 shows, 39.7 per

Table 111. —• Median Income, Rate of Population Growth or Loss, and Eaucational
Plans in Massachusetts: the Thirty-Eight Cities ana Towns between 16,000 and
40,000.

(Source for Tables II and III: See Table I.)

Median Income Per Cent of Public High
ofFamilies and Per Cent of School Seniors planning

unrelated Population on Higher Education.on Higher EducationCity or Town, Individuals Growth
(as a Per Cent or Loss,

of State Figure). 1945-1955 1952. 1954. 1956.

40.3 38.4 39.3
77.0 67.8 62.1
34.9 39.5 37.3
24.6 37.6 39.3
32.8 26.7 37.5
59.8 42.0 43.5
17.5 29.4 37.1
38.8 50.0 54.9
43.1 35.7 45.1
32.3 35.9 36.1
30.3 50.7 50.0
26.3 50.6 48.1
52.4 55.4 62.3
61.7 53.8 59.0

■f11.2Attleboro 104.6
Belmont 143.3
Beverly 102.8
Braintree ,

.
, . • 129.4

Chelsea 94.9
Danvers 109.9
Dedham 123.5
Framingham . . . . 104.9
Gardner 102.5
Gloucester 93.1
Greenfield n -a -

Leominster . . . 104.5
Lexington . . . 136.0
Marblehead . . . • 126.3
Marlborough . . . • 99.6
Melrose 128.0
Methuen n -a-

Milford 114.0
Milton 145.5
Natick 123.9
Needham 144.2
North Adams . . . • 95.7
Northampton .... 109.3
Norwood 118.8
Peabody 105.3
Reading 124.3
Revere 104.0
Saugus 123.4
Southbridge . . . • 110.2
Stoneham . . . - 114.1
Wakefield 124.0
Watertown .... 122.0
Wellesley 98.3
Westfield 103.7
West Springfield . . . 126.2
Winchester .... 150.2
Winthrop 120.7
Woburn 109.5

Totals for these cities and
towns

.... 116.5

-0.3
+17.2
+31.7
-7.8

+24.4
+28.8

+23.9
-0.7

+4.4
+6.1
4-5.3
■54.0

45.3 43.7 48.1
53.6 30.4 44.8
29.6 31.5 48.5
44.0 47.5 55.7

4.5
14.1

1.1
63.3 71.1 70.4
43.5 39.8 48.6
63.5 73.7 71.11-48.6

-3.3 32.2 35.5 43.4
44.1 64.1 48.1
40.2 36.4 32.9

+19.6 29.3 36.7 46.4
+33.4 39.4 34.9 51.2
+10.9 25.8 45.1 35.0
+ 11.0 21.6 27.4 16.7

33.3 33.6 33
+31.5 | 22.9 38,4 45.8
+18.4 41.3 41,2 40.0
+3.9 46.2 46.5 46.3
+23.8 42.7 52
+IO.S 31.6 48,
+17.6 29.6 36.7 32.7
+18.5 n.a. 47.4 68.1

0.0 40,8 38.7 44.7
+30.0 22.5 23.6 34.6

44.3 47.239+14.2

Totals for the state as a whole 100.0 +7.7 36.4 38.7 40.7
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cent of the 1952 seniors, 44.3 per cent of the 1954 group, and 47.2
per cent of those graduating in 1956 planned on higher education.
It is from this group of communities that the greatest pressure from
college-minded youth arises.

The remainder of the State, towns under 15,000, approximates
the state average, running slightly behind in 1952 and 1954 and
slightly ahead in 1956 (see Table IV).

Table IV. Number and Percentage of Students Planning on Higher Education
1 by Size of Community.$

;Source: See Table I.)

1952.

Number Per Cent
Number of Planning Planning
Graduates. on Higher on Higher

Education. Education,

9 largest cities 9,002 2,952 32.8
18 communities between 40,000 and 90,000 , . 6,447 2,507 38.7

38 communities between 15,000 and 40,000 . . 6,538 2,593 39.7

Towns under 15,000 7,809 2,786 35.7

The state as a whole 29,786 10,838 36.4

1954.

9 largest cities 9,058 3,048 33.6

18 communities between 40,000 and 90,000 . . 6,445 2,665 41.4
38 communities between 15,000 and 40,000 . . 6,765 2,995 44.3

Towns under 15,000 7,788 2,928 37.6

The state as'a whole ..... 30,056 11,636 38.7

1956.

9 largest cities ........ 9,091 2,982 32.7

18 communities between 40,000 and 90,000 .
. 7,007 3,031 43.3

38 communities between 15,000 and 40,000 . . 7,053 3,329 47.2
Towns under 15,000 8,507 3,548 41.7

The state as a whole 31,658 12,890 40.7

From a study of these statistics it would seem that the very
smallest communities usually provide a smaller percentage of “col-
lege planners” than the State as a whole. This would seem to be
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partly because of the lack of college facilities close at hand in many
cases (the phenomenon which the Eisenhower Committee called
“the Isolated Youth”), 10 and perhaps also because smaller high
schools are not able to provide as adequate guidance services as
larger ones.

From the data contained in Tables I-JV, two conclusions can be
drawn:

1. The increasing pressure for higher education in Massachusetts
in the 1950’s has come largely from the medium-sized communities,
especially the fast-growing ones with a fairly high income level.
Families in the upper and middle income brackets are obviously
greatly interested in educational opportunities for their youth.

2. The largest cities and the smallest towns have not, to date,
followed the trend of the medium-sized communities, at least to the
same extent. Boys and girls from very large and very small com-
munities tend to discontinue their schooling more frequently than
those from towns of intermediate size.

These conclusions agree with the findings of the two surveys taken
in 1940 and 1948. 11

However, there is evidence that a significant change has been
going on in the 1950’5. This evidence comes from an extensive re-
search project which has been conducted at Harvard University
over a seven-year period, directed by Professors Samuel Stouffer and
Florence Kluckhohn. This group has made a survey of eleven
Massachusetts communities, chosen as representative of Eastern
Massachusetts from the standpoint of social composition, economic
levels, and educational aspiration. In 1952, 35.7 per cent of their
seniors wanted to go on to college or to other higher education: in
1954, the figure was 41.4 per cent; in 1956, 40.9 per cent; and in
1957, 41.0 per cent.

The first published material to appear from this survey was an
article by Joseph A. Kahl published in 1953.12 This was based on
a study of 3,348 boys in public high schools in the Boston metro-
politan area. Kali! found that 52 per cent of the ablest one fifth of
these students (defined in terms of Intelligence Quotient tests) in-
tended to go to college, and 48 per cent did not. The lowest pro-
portions of those intending to go to college—4o per cent and 29
per cent, respectively — had fathers in skilled labor and service
occupations and in semi and unskilled labor and service occupations.
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i

Kahl’s interviews indicated very strongly that the real problem was
one of motivation; he found that the real difference between boys
who expected to go to college and boys who did not was in the
attitude of the parents and the influence they exerted with their sons.

There is strong evidence from the Kahl study that there is a
waste of human resources in Massachusetts, since well over half
of the m.ost intelligent boys from lower income families did not even
think about going to college. This problem of the waste of potential
talent is confirmed when, the unpublished material assembled by the
Stouffer group is consulted. In a summary of some of the work
begun in 1953, the Harvard researchers stated that among 551 boys
of superior ability in these eastern Massachusetts communities,
233, or 42 per cent, actually went to college in the year after high
school graduation. This striking figure indicates that there is a
definite need for the extension of guidance and counseling services
for the encouragement of the most qualified and able students to
go on to college.

Some of the major factors underlying this loss of possible talent
would appear to be: 18

1. A feeling that the difficulties involved in going to college cannot
be surmounted. For instance, the fact that for many students
college facilities are not readily available and the time, effort and
money involved in commuting are very substantial. 14

2. The cost of higher education is quite high. A thorough study
of the economics of college attendance in 1949 concluded that four
out of five families in America are unable to finance a child through
college. In many colleges, the costs for a year run over $2,000.

3. In the case of many Massachusetts youth, a decision is made
in. the eighth or ninth grade which becomes irrevocable. This is
involved in the choice of the high school curriculum—college pre-
paratory or otherwise. Some students who later prove themselves
worthy college material are certainly lost at that time, according
to the Harvard study.

4. Within the last few' years, a new problem has appeared. With

11 In addition to the sources cited in footnotes 3and 12, the followingstudies should be consulted: Myrcl J.
Greenshields, “The College-Going Decision; High School Seniors Give Their Reasons,” College and VnU
mtilg CXXXII, Winter, 1957), pp. 208-217; Community College Council, High School Seniors and TheirPlant
(Tallahassee, Florida, December, I960; Ernest Havemannand Patricia West, They Went to College (New York,
1952), p. 158; Byron S. Hollinshead, Who Should Oo To Collegef (New York, 1952).
“Harris, Seymour, The Market for College Graduates (Cambridge, 1949), p, 134,
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the growing enrollment pressure on colleges, a great deal of un-
certainty has become apparent among high school students who
think about going to college. Many students sent out applications
to several colleges; and in some cases students have to wait a long
time to get into any college whatsoever. This probably discourages
some students from applying, and will operate to deter a greater
number in the future.

It should be stressed that the material discussed above dates from
1953, and the percentage continuing on to college is undoubtedly
greater now than in that year. The Harvard group has carried on
much research since that date, and their later material indicates
that significant developments for the future of higher education in
Massachusetts have been taking place. 16 In summary, the Harvard
group concludes from their long-term study of public high school
boys and their plans that:—

1. During the years from 1952 to 1957 there has been a real change
in the attitudes of lower-income people in eastern Massachusetts
toward a college education. Parents are becoming much more
aware of the need for college education in modern society. The
difficulty in many cases is that these families know little about col-
leges or higher education in general.

2. Underlying a striking portion of this sentiment is a feeling that
technical education beyond the high school is needed. An examina-
tion of data available from four communities which were surveyed
in. 1956 and 1957 bears this out. In general, the sons of “blue
collar” or working families wanted engineering and technical edu-
cation, and the sons of “white collar” families —-although they too
were interested in engineering education to a very striking degree—

wanted professional and business training to a greater degree than
the “blue collar” boys.

3. Most of the students of superior abilities desire to go on to
college. This sentiment appears to be increasing rapidly, especially
among those of lower-income background.

4. There is some evidence that high-aptitude students of lower
income want to go to college near home, for the most part. The

15 The members of the Auditcommission are indebted to Professors Samuel Stouffer, and Florence Kluck-
hohn, and especially to Mrs. Elizabeth Cohen, for co-operation and information. It should be stressed that
this data is not published as yet, and more specific statistics cannot be quoted.
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1956-57 survey showed that most students consistently name col-
leges within commuting distance when asked what colleges they are
considering. The factor of geographic propinquity to college, as
shown in other States, should not be overlooked as an influence
upon the “college-going decision.”

5. There is a pressing need for further study of the crucial “de-
cision period ” during which students choose the college, commercial
or vocational courses in high school. This choice is ordinarily made
in the eighth or ninth grade, when both children and parents are
often unaware of the child’s ability to handle college work, as well
as the true importance of a college education.

It may be added that these findings are very similar to those on
the national level. For instance, a study of 33,000 twelfth-grade
students in 478 high schools throughout the United States included
questions about family background, vocational interests and college
plans; this study found that 20 to 25 per cent of the ablest 10 per
cent did not expect to ever get to college. For such a group as this
the best tenth of the population the term “waste” can be aptly
applied; as the authors say, “by and large, these individuals cannot
contribute as much to society without a college education as with
one.” 16 The Eisenhower Committee on Education beyond the
High School estimates that “Each year some 200,000 of the ablest
young people fail to carry their education beyond high school due
to lack of motivation, proper guidance or financial resources or to
discriminatory practices.” 17

One factor that should be emphasized is that the Harvard study
has concentrated on boys. One of the best-known and most thor-
ough studies in this field, made by Ralph Berdie, discusses 25,000
Minnesota high school seniors, and finds that there is a significant
difference between the number of boys who go on to college and the
number of girls. 18 The Harvard group feels that this finding would
also apply to Massachusetts, and that families in this state send

18 Stice, Glenn, William Molleskopf, and Warren S. Torgcrson, Background Factors and College-Ooing Plans
Among High-Aptitude Public High School Seniors (Princeton, New Jersey, August, 1956), p. 113.

17 The President’s Committee on Education beyond the High School, Second Report (Washington, July,
1957), p. 8.

18 Berdie, op. cit., pp. 93-97; see also Mary Corcoran and Robert J. Keller, College Attendance ofMinnesota
High School Seniors, A Report Prepared for the Governor's Committee on Higher Education (Minneapolis, Jan-
uary, 1957).
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boys to college more readily than girls. This view can be substan-
tiated by the figures for high school seniors planning to go on to
college in the years 1952, 1953, 1954 and 1956:

Table V. —•Total Xumber and Percentage by Sex of Massachusetts High School
Graduates Planning on Higher Education, 1952-1957.

Source: Massachusetts Department of Education.

Boys. Girls.

Year. Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
I Number of Planning Planning Number of Planning | Planning
I Graduates. on Higher on Higher Graduates. on Higher on Higher

Education. Education. Education. Education.

1952 13,645 5,091 1 37.3 16,171 5,747 35.5

1953 . . 14,000 5,512 39.4 16,041 5,882 36.7

1954 . 14,100 5,506 | 39.0 15,956 6,130 38.4
1956 14,891 6,200 41.6 16,767 6,690 39.9
1957 . . 14,827 6,239 42.0 16,902 6,686 40.0

It will be seen that while more girls than boys graduate from
Massachusetts public high schools, the percentage of boys desiring
higher education is greater. The percentage of both groups planning
to go on is clearly increasing. 19

Summary and Conclusions
1. A trend can be observed in higher education in Massachusetts;

a growing desire on the part of students and their parents for college
or other education beyond the high school.

2. This trend has to date affected the cities and towns of moderate
19 This discussion has been confined to public high school seniors. The question may be raised as to the

number and percentage of parochial high school seniors who go on to college. A canvass of three diocesan
school superintendents resulted in the following replies:

Number Per Cent
Diocese. I 1957 Graduates. Planning Planning

on College. on College.

Boston .........
5,286 1,899 35.9

Worcester 742 333 44.9

Springfield 877 210 24.0

Totals 6,905 2,442 35.4
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size (15,000 to 90,000) to a greater degree than other parts of the
State. In economic terms, this appears to mean that higher and
middle income families are most desirous of collegiate education
for their children.

3. However, this trend has become quite pronounced among
lower-income families within the last five years. This type of family
now feels quite strongly the need to give their sons some form of
higher education, and desires especially the opportunity to provide
them with a technical education. The students themselves share
this feeling. For the most part, the students would like to attend
college within commuting distance.

4. There is at present a substantial loss of talent in Massachu-
setts. A study might be made of this problem. Such a study could
be sponsored by the Massachusetts Department of Education and
should enlist the co-operation of such Schools of Education as those
of Harvard University, Boston University, Boston College and the
University of Massachusetts. It is clear that some highly-qualified
high school seniors do not go on to college, and the Commonwealth
and nation could use their abilities to a greater degree than is the
case at present.

5. Attempts should be made to strengthen guidance and counsel-
ing services in at least some of the communities of the State, with
a view to an accurate and realistic picture on the part of students
of their own capabilities and their role in society.

6. In general, the people of Massachusetts desire their youth,
especially those with the greatest ability, to have the opportunity
for as much education as they are qualified to receive.

The College Plans of Massachusetts High School Seniors

In the spring of each year the Division of Research and Statistics
of the Massachusetts Department of Education makes a study of the
college plans of public high school seniors in every city and town of
the Commonwealth. This study is based on a questionnaire sent
to each high school, asking for the number and percentage of boys

City and Town.

PART 11.
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and girls who plan on “college or other education beyond the high
school.” Results of the study are compiled and published by the
Division of Research and Statistics.

These statistics do not, of course, indicate the number of stu-
dents who actually go to college. At present, neither the Depart-
ment of Education nor the local high schools has the funds and
resources to make such a study, on an annual basis, although this
information would be extremely valuable to the Commonwealth in
future educational planning.

In two years, 1956 and 1958, the Division of Elementary and
Secondary Education of the Department of Education made studies
of the number of public high school graduates of the classes of 1954
and 1956 who actually went to college in the fall after their gradua-
tion. These studies in general substantiate the “plans” estimates
very well. They show that 40.1 per cent of the 1954 graduates
and 42.3 per cent of the 1956 graduates went on to college or other
post-high school education. Of these groups, 27.1 per cent in 1954
and 33.3 per cent in 1956 went on to colleges or junior colleges,
the rest to technical and business schools beyond the high school.

These “plans” estimates are thus a very useful measure of edu-
cational motivation, helping to give an idea of how many high school
students want to go to college by the spring of their senior year, and
also give a reasonably good idea how many students actually go.
It can be assumed that in most cases the final number of students
actually going to college will be less than the number planning to go.

These statistics are also fairly close to the estimates made in
Part I of this report, showing the percentage of the college age
group, or 18-21 age group, now going on to college or other post-high
school education in Massachusetts. For example, in 1956, 40.7
per cent of Massachusetts public high school seniors planned to
go on to college or other higher education; in 1957, the figure was
41.0 per cent. This corresponds generally with the statistics in
Part I showing that in 1956-57 41 per cent of the 18-21 age group
in Massachusetts were enrolled in some form of full-time or part-
time education beyond the high school; this percentage has been
rising each year.

The statistics for each city and town reporting in 1957 appear in
the following table; some of the smaller communities did not reply.
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(Some other small communities are included in regional high school
returns.)

It will be seen that the percentage of high school seniors planning
on college varies greatly from one community to another. In some
cases, the variations are in part arithmetical; that is, in a relatively
small community a difference of five to ten students planning on
college may make a greater difference in terms of percentages. For
most communities, however, these statistics help to show the dif-
ferences between Massachusetts communities.

A discussion of the factors involved in these motivational differ-
ences will be found in Appendix C, Part I.
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Table I. Percentage* of Massachusetts High School Graduates in 1957 Planning
on College or Other Higher Education.

Source: Division of Research and Statistics, Massachusetts Department of Education, October, 1957.

Total,Boys. Girls,

■—< --ml < bn fc- 'T* tx; bC *-< *7! bC •— 1 be (-o [Oqs om © o o cj o“o o oe ©O OXJ x 3 0.3 x 3 O 0.5x3 O.XX3 2 o£,q 0.5 X3
© ° o-odor-oC ©cq § .2 03 3 .2 m cg §u o msu c

o g o g ° o ® o [S^ 1 ® o ° o
B • 3 ©xJ B ©5 B • B ©,3 B ©5 B B ©5 B ©5to co bc^-3 co co b/W

" co be~ co "co he'd ”to

5S *52 *s^C3 * * . ri i . _ g 3 q 3 ' * , cS. . oj cl. cj
P S2n2 o P «sn| ©P fePg 2 P^olh X 3 h o'O'w'XJ o~'•h XJ o*o o*OW X 3 c T3,Cg«s g© ifO-2 .Sf gS p 2 if o 2 .Bf g 2 s 2 o 2 ~

30 30 oh ©H 30 30 oS 3O 30 oh rO ©K
2 £ Ah 22b 2 2 £

City or Town

:i) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Abington .... 32 16 50 43 17 40 | 75 33 44
Acton In Region
Acushne
Adams 26 47 17 36 105 32 30

50 60 32 53 110 57 52Agawam
....

60
Alford In Region

Amesbury 42 9 21 53 12 23 | 95 21
AmherstAmherst .... In Region
Andover ....

43 31 72 62 25 48 i 95 56 59Anaover 40 ,31 iz oz z0 4» yo so oy

Arlington .... 164 96 .59 209 102 49 373 198 53
Ashbumham - - - - - - ___

Ashby 14 | 7 50 10 2 20 24 9 38
Ashfield .... 5 1 20 3 2 67 8 3 38
Ashland .... 27 8 30 22 8 36 49 16 33
Athol 56 9 16 55 16 29 111 25 23
Attleboro .... 89 30 34 104 62 60 193 92 48
Auburn .... 49 27 55 50 16 32 99 43 43
Avon 11 2 18 9 2 22 20 4 20
Ayer 19 5 26 33 6 15 52 10 19

Barnstable .... 63 19 30 64 32 50 127 51 40
Barre 15 - - 16 -

- 31
Becket
Bedford ....-

Belchertown .... 8 4 50 12 2 17 20 6 30
Bellingham .... 10 3 30 19 6 32 29 9 31
Belmont .... 102 75 74 135 100 74 237 176 74
Berkley ....-

Berlin
Bemardston ....6 - - 1 - - 6
Beverly .... 112 25 22 131 57 44 243 82 34
Billerica .... 51 12 24 73 19 26 124 31 25
Blackstone .... 17 6 36 17 7 41 34 13 38
Bland ford ...,-
Bolton
Boston 1.793 717 40 1,866 560 30 3,669 1,277 36
Bourne 20 7 35 18 7 39 38 14 37
Boxborough .... In Region
Boxjford . .

.
. -

Boylston ....-

Braintree .... 114 29 26 114 38 33 228 67 29

• In cases of .5 per cent or over. 1 full per cent has been added.
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Table I. Percentage of Massachusetts High School Graduates in 1957 Planning
on College or Other Higher Education Continued.

Total.Girls.Boys.

O O £IO □ o O O pi; oSo o oc « 2c £o iosfl O osxa 0.2x2 o O 43
43 43 c5•43 d 5 -• 43 SXXJH3 -I -2 -2 fl t? ri -9 2 XI S|s§||s| I liS|||S| I l|S|l|si

City or Town. xs 43 2" x3a" l- •tf xi 432" 5-1 432" *-'l3 43 xsS Xos 430.
be o o o be O bc l̂ O be bc^-1 °o “ ® o5. 3 ojs 5 ~ <y 3 3 s 3 - 5 ®Sa ®5

w CO M be’C en wbe «i be~ 1-1 w ”w £ £ “7^
£ 3 £3 ® O a3°fc 2 3 fe S©®~ 30 £ ®2n 2 c son43’2 -5-00x3 oT?Ox3 Jj'O ,03-ox3 S'OOfl X3'S 43 OX2o”0vi c 3 c 3 beri c 3 be X3c3 >303 tin c 2 be Vi n?3 be Of®Jag fl«Oa SbOb £-3 £

a 2 os„»s„.s g 2 a2_ifcifi„-sp aS a
30 sOSM feOSW 30 30§KfeOoW 30 3
Z Z \S, z z £ z z

g g g 2 “O gc “

30 30 oK SOoK

(8) (9)(«) (7)(1) (2) (3)

Brewster .

Bridgewater .... 32 13 41
Brimfield ....

Brockton ....
223 74 33

Brookfield ....

Brookline .... 183 137 75
Buckland .

Burlington
....

29 6 21

Cambridge .... 253 97 38
Canton 50 27 54
Carlisle
Carver
Charlemont .... 2
Charlton ....

14 7 50
Chatham ....

8 3 38
Chelmsford

.... 32 12 38
Chelsea 139 65 47
Cheshire .

Chester 3
Chesterfield ....

Chicopee .... 110 46 42
Chilmark .

Clarksburg -

Clinton ..... 60 23 38
Cohasset ....

19 10 53
Colrain
Concord .... 64 36 56
Conway ....

Cummington -

Dalton 30 6 20
Danvers .... 61 22 36
Dartmouth ....

44 14 32
Dedham .... 72 25 35
Deerfield ....

Dennis
Dighton .... 19 8 42
Douglas .... 17 9 63
Dover
Dracut 34 17 50

(4)

37 17 46 69 30
In Region

43

276 59 21 499 133
In Region

27

210 168 75 i 393 295 75

>3 4 17 I 52 1910

162 35214 65 30 467
50 19 38 100 46 46

2
14

29 9 22
6014 7 50 28

14 4 29 22
53 26 49 85

142 53 37 281

32
38 46
118 42

4 60 11 4 36

34 256 96 38146

61 23 38 121 46
11 7 64 30 17

38
51

78 44 56 142 80
In Region

56

25 62 14 23
74 35 47 135 67
44 20 45 88 34

104 30 29 176 66
In Region

42
39
31

29 7 24 48 15 31
10 6 60 27 16 56

48 11 23 82 28 34
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Table I. Percentage of Massachusetts High School Graduates in 1967 Planning
on College or Other Higher Education Continued.

Boys. Girls. Total.

' r? be e- i—l M t-c •—< be t- > bXj bc<- •— 1 beO O ,-i 33 O r> ffi O O < oj of-< 0 O O n « O (ib)o o£ ,c o js o o.S r« c.S ,c o o£r o£ n
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; A fl *3 :Ac +3 . .C •o o f- , 0*:-or-o*:< u o r <,-'I Gor'oC o OcO'-s> !-oCcq w§u o K§u o CO coi .2 M 503 5 U ®

City or Town. & d -cSfe« ~

_bp bp" o g bp"0“ _bp bp" o g o® bp bpM o g bp" O g
td . w 0)5 h o>s td . td 0,3 td o 3 bd • td 0,2 H ®5"co "co " w bc^ 3 H w "co co be^-3 "co "co bC^3 co bC^o *— o g'M •- <u ofd •o v- o qjre " 3"K *- s- oa

OT CO "I. XI ®'J C 3 C 3 I—l , ,C 3 ■—l , C 3 C 3 *~l . . C 5 ■—l ■fes fe,3n§H,2ol SsnSs3gs 3 3 c^nSn'O r}'CU rG ajrCLJ rz: o'O orOU rc: o'O o'C v-> JZ a'OUx:a g ag H .»o2„.sf sS a 2 o g “ a 2 aS^-sog.a
30 sOoR S3OOK so BOoR SOoR so 30 SR feOoRZ !z2;&, ’z pm

(1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Dudley
Dunstable
Duxbury .... 11 4 36 19 8 42 30 12 40
East Bridgewater

...
27 14 52 29 11 38 56 25 46

East Brookfield
East Longmeadov

Eastham
Easthampton

...
15 8 53 24 6 26 39 14 36

Easton 24 17 71 25 11 44 49 28 67
Edgartown

.... 7 2 29 6 4 67 13 6 46
Egremont

.... I In Region
Erving
Essex
Everett 147 76 52 201 64 32 348 140 40147 76 52 201 64 32 348

Fairhaven .... 58 18 31 76 22 29 134 40 30
Fall Elver .... 248 100 40 195 82 42 443 182 41
Falmouth .... 41 24 69 46 23 60 87 47 54
Fitchburg

.... 230 96 42 201 77 38 431 173 40
Florida
Foxborough

.... 28 7 25 34 11 32 62 18 29
Framingham ... 131 41 31 164 37 24 286 78 27

Franklin .... 40 19 48 35 20
Freetown

Gardner .... 67 27 40 93 34 37 160 61 38
Gay Head

16 4 27 18Georgetown .... 16 4 27 18 7 39 33 11
Gill
Gloucester .... 122 59 48 116 61 44 238 110 I 46
Goshen
Qosnold .

Grafton .... 25 5 20 48 14 29 73
Granby ....

-

Iranville
Great Barrington

... 39 16 41 26 11 44 64 27 42
Greenfield .... 64 11 20 90 40 44 144 61 36
Groton 17 11 65 16 11 69 33 22 67
Groveland .Grovoland

Hadley 19 7 37 17 8 47 36
Halifax In Region

15

Halifax
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Table I. —Percentage of Massachusetts High School Graduates in 1857 Planning
on College or Other Higher Education Continued.

Total.Boys. Girl

o»S OS’S
O H ri O ±3 r-

M 3 u s CO
City or Town.

Hampden

Hanove

Iv

Hat fie

ley

Heath
Hingli

Hinsdale

olden

Hopkinto

Kingston

Lakeville
Lancaster
Lanesborough
Lawrence

Leicester
Lenox
Leominster
Leverett
Lexington
Leyden .•n

'“O" O v u CO c“ °coS3 U .S [°S U ,2 co ®§ uSM3 u o cq mgw o (»« o
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Table I. Percentage of Massachusetts High School Graduates in 1967 Planning
on College or Other Higher Education Continued.

Boys. Girls. Total.

*o fe *o SP «S0.5 - OX3X3
o "o £P fc O

"o °dO£°CO®co co o CO SJo5 J o
W) o g tx“-< c g
m . S m 3? 3

O y £3O H S rtf) H O Or-Of-Om 5 co co co
City or Town. a & -ecu d ~

to o § O" tfi tfi" O g tCog^o
A LC • ZJ &A A <H A

j W Mbe- , OT 6C~;W *52 oW
i c 3 (flr? l p .Ics fed «sn® fl 3 n®'.a d-d otOx:tx QO3 7f3 tX QCC be
r: dir* dies icn

°s m£■§ §■§□.§ £■§ jsSc7 cJ c 3 M n cS tx 7 « d c 5JS'O 0-0
rt c 3 cs bcrjca tx) a«s an cs tcai oj-Ch TicS n £ pjj gn ricJhH30 3Co" go oS 30 30 SCO go 5S 30 30 o>—( ro OM

Z Z£ £ £ fc £

(4) (6) (6) (7) (8) (9:d (2) (3)

Lincoln .
Littleton

In Region
6 1 17 22 10 45 28 11 39

28 22 79 33 27 82 61 49 80
236 110 47 276 130 47 512 240 47

34 10 29 49 16 33 83 26 31
16 7 44 20 11 55 36 18 50

316 101 32 282 78 28 ! 598 179 30

Long meadow
Lowell .

Ludlow
Lunenburg
Lynn
Lynnfield

Malden 135 200 105 53 ! 335 180 54
Manchester 11 6 55 19 9 473 38

Mansfield 34 7 21 69 13 19
58 37 64 I 123 71 58

35 6 17
Marblehead 34
Marion
Marlborough

... 61 34 20 38 113 54 48
14 52 52 34 65Marshfield 34

Mash pee
Mattapoisett

36 15 42Maynard 9 41 I 58 24 41
Medfield 10 8 80 13 13 100 23 21 91

214 100 47 267 125 47 481 225 47Medford
Medw 11 2 18 17 9 53 28 11 39

114 65 57 142 71 50 256 136 53Melrose
8 3 38 13 3 23Mendon

11 3 27 21 7 33Merrimac 10 4 40

Methuen H 42 46 177 65 3786 23
Middleborough 69 28 41 108 45 4239 17 44
Middlefield
Middleton

56 23 41 66 19 29 122 42 34
35 6 17 53 9 17 , 88 16 17
14 5 36 11 8 73 25 13 62

Milford
Millbury

Millis
Millville

94 65 69 206 133Milton 112 68 61
Monroe

21 9 43 32 14 44Monson 11 5 45
41 13 32 95 28 29
In Region |

Montague 54 15
Monte
Montgomery
Mount Washington
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Table I. Percentage of Massachusetts High School Graduates in 1957 Planning
on College or Other Higher Education Continued.

Total.Boys. Girls,

o o“S “fe o o“£ I o og»§o o.S 2-S.q o 10.5 -3 oSfl I o

m co S 0 §co o ° §0.i! m ° J .1City oe Town. § § §SS|;g£S| §
®CO m Si-O ®CO M'S S w Sc« Sj-C m gj-o j Kco 5w &*§ ®co 8,-0
. CJ °8!g l, «caS. ° c<3 ° , z, t. , C 3 " «- -*> £•£ A-

qO3 'pC3 M(j 05 tl 305 pc 3 MQg bfi g *3 g b£Q d Mgo gogSgOoW 30 aOoE gO§s §0 §Oo5 feO§E
Z Z p* Z Z (L Z Z Ph

(1) (2) (3)

Nahant ......
Nantucket .... 13 3 23
Natick 102 54 53
Needham .... 84 04 76
New Ashford .

New Bedford ... 156 82 63
New Braintree .

New Marlborough.
New Salem .... 1
Newbury ....

Newburyport ... 67 20 30
Newton .... 366 269 73
Norfolk ......
North Adams ... 77 32 42
North Andover ... 33 18 55
North Attleborough 42 20 48
North Brookfield ... 20 4 20
North Reading .

Northampton ... 81 40 49
Northborough . . 12 2 17
Northbridge .... | 46 17 37
Northfield .... 7
Norton ....

11 4 36
Norwell .... 13 7 54
Norwood .... 46 25 54

Oak Bluffs ....
6 1 17

Oakham ....

- -
-

Orange ....
22 6 27

Orleans ..... 17 9 53
Otis
Oxford 25 7 28

Palmer ..... 26 10 38
Paxton ....

Peabody .... 83 33 40
Pelham
Pembroke ....

Pepperell .... 20 6 25
Peru
Petersham

.... 3

• (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

15 6 40 28 9 32
128 55 43 230 109 47
105 78 74 189 142 76

231 92 40 387 174 45

In Region
2 2 100 3 2 67

81 41 51 148 61 41
373 296 79 739 565 76

79 44 56 156 76 49
47 21 45 80 39 49
62 27 44 104 47 45
26 9 35 46 13 28

88 62 59 169 92 54
27 14 52 39 16 41
59 28 47 105 45 43
10 2 20 | 17 2 12
22 12 55 33 16 48
19 16 84 32 23 72
75 15 20 121 40 33

7 1 14 13 2 15

32 19 59 54 25 46
25 16 64 42 25 60

27 12 44 52 19 37

49 16 33 75 26 35
In Region
84 37 44 167 70 42
In Region
In Region
19 3 16 39 8 21

4 7
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Table I. Percentage of Massachusetts High School Graduates in 1957 Planning
on College or Other Higher Education Continued.

Boys. Giels, Total.
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.Sfo?5 if p 2 fl2 £f o ? m --os g 63 if§o soliSfeOoS §5 SosSsolE §o 3o§R sBoSZ Z a. )S sq o-, ZZ(£

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Phillipston -

Pittsfield
.... 207 50 24 210 09 33 417 119 29

Plainfield .

Plainville .... 1 1 100 11 6 55 12 7 58
Plymouth .... 57 16 28 55 25 45 112 41 37
Plympton .... In Region
Princeton .... In Region
Provincetown ... 19 7 37 15 7 47 34 14 41

Quincy 283 100 35 315 120 38 598 220 37

Randolph .... 62 21 34 62 18 29 124 39 31
Raynham .

Reading .... 100 52 52 116 65 56 216 117 54
Rchoboth .

Revere .... 149 76 51 167 54 32 316 130 41
Richmond -

Rochester .

Rockland .... 45 15 33 47 19 40 92 34 37
Rockport .... 12 7 58 18 10 56 30 17 57
Rowe
Rowley ...... - - - -

-
- -

Royalston .

Russell
Rutland .... In Region

Salem 99 37 37 86 20 23 185 57 31
Salisbury .

Sandisfield -

Sandwich
...

4 3 75 12 6 50 16 9 56
Saugus .... 97 26 27 106 27 25 203 53 26
Savoy
Scituate .... 34 19 56 35 23 66 69 42 61
Seekonk .

Sharon ... 34 24 71 28 16 57 62 40 65
Sheffield .... In Region
Shelburne .... 7 2 29 6 5 83 13 7 54
Sherborn . - - -

- - - _

Shirley
Shrewsbury .... 58 22 38 54 27 50 112 49 44
Shutesbury .... In Region
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Table I. Percentage of Massachusetts High School Graduates in 1957 Planning
on College or Other Higher Education Continued.

Boys. Girls. | Total.

•3 •3g>£ 3 oSS 1 o ogS oSS
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) I (7) (8) (9)

Somerset .... 54 22 41 41 20 49 95 42 44
Somerville .... 204 35 17 305 55 18 j 509 90 18
South Hadley ... 25 12 48 46 15 33 71 27 38
Southampton ...- - - -

-
- - -

Southborough ...10 6 60 15 9 60 25 15 60
Southbridge .... 43 17 40 51 23 45 |94 40 43
Southwick .

Spencer .... 23 6 26 38 12 32 61 18 30
Springfield .... 401 162 40 445 149 33 846 311 37
Sterling .... In Region
Stockbridge .... 13 4 31 13 4 31 26 8 31
Stoneham .... 75 28 37 79 33 42 154 61 40
Stoughton .... 53 27 51 72 32 44 125 59 47
Stow 8 5 63 12 1 8 20 6 30
Sturbridge .... In Region
Sudbury .... In Region
Sunderland .... In Region
Sutton 17 8 47 16 6 38 | 33 14 42
Swampscott .... 67 51 76 56 45 80 123 96 78
Swansea .... 40 13 33 39 16 41 79 29 37

Taunton .... 90 12 13 166 46 28 256 58 23
Templeton ....

20 11 55 20 4 20 40 15 38
Tewksbury ....

24 7 29 39 10 26 63 17 27
Tisbury .... 13 3 23 ! 18 9 50 31 12 39
Tolland .

Topsfield .... 11 9 82 16 14 88 27 23 85
Townsend ....

18 7 39 10 7 70 28 14 50
Truro
Tyngsborough . - - - - - - ~

Tyringham ....- - - - - - -

. Upton -
- ” “ ~ ~ - -

M Uxbridge .... 25 8 32 37 19 51 62 27 44

Wakefield .... 119 50 42 129 52 40 248 102 41
Wales In Region
Walpole .... 65 32 49 74 33 45 139 65 47
Waltham .... 154 36 23 i 172 59 34 326 95 29
Ware 24 11 46 I 40 14 35 64 25 39
Wareham ....

57 18 32 66 18 27 123 36 29
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Table I. Percentage of Massachusetts High School Graduates in 1957 Planning
on College or Other Higher Education Concluded.

Boys. Girls. Total.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Warren 16 6 38 20 13 65 36 19 63
Warwick . -

- - - - - -

Washington ....-
Watertown

.... 157 80 51 128 61 48 285 141 49
Wayland .... 26 17 65 17 11 65 43 28 65
Webster .... 67 26 39 79 34 43 146 60 41
Wellesley

.... 99 44 44 119 62 52 218 106 49
Wellfleet .... 5 5 100 8 - - 13 5 33
Wendell .

Wenham ....-

West Boylston
.

West Bridgewater ... 16 - 36 - 52
West Brookfield .

West Newbury ...- - - - - - - - -

West Springfield ... 69 24 35 82 25 30 151 49 32
West Stockbridge - - - ___ ___

West Tisbury ...--- ___ - - -

Westborough ...
29 14 48 29 16 55 58 30 52

Westfield
.... 76 30 39 97 43 44 173 73 42

Westford
.... 12 7 58 26 12 46 38 19 50

Westhampton - - - ___ - - -

Westminster ..,.-
Weston 35 30 86 23 19 83 58 49 84
Westport .... 21 12 57 18 8 44 39 20 51
Westwood .... 35 23 66 37 22 56 72 45 63
Weymouth .... 123 54 44 192 49 26 315 103 33
Whately In Region
Whitman .... 40 16 40 67 26 39 107 42 39
Wilbraham ....-
Williamsburg. ... 10 7 70 14 6 43 24 13 54
Williamstown ... 24 9 38 20 12 60 44 21 48
Wilmington .... 44 10 23 45 10 22 89 20 22
Winchendon .... 21 6 29 28 7 25 49 13 27
Winchester .... 102 75 74 106 65 61 208 140 67
Windsor .

Winthrop .... 77 50 65 93 36 39 170 86 51
Woburn .... 113 38 34 93 31 33 206 69 33
Worcester .... 416 148 36 590 106 18 1,006 254 25
Worthington .

Wrentham .... 16 10 63 15 6 40 31 16 52

Yarmouth .... 28 11 39 21 14 67 49 25 51
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Regional High School Graduates.

Boys. Qiels. Total.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Acton-Boxborough 21 10 48 19 7 37 40 17
Amherst-Pelham 36 8 22 43 22 51 79 30
Frontier .... 12 7 58 26 16 58 38 22
Lincoln-Sudbury ... 10 6 60 21 12 57 31 18
Silver Lake .... 48 14 29 57 30 63 106 44
Southern Berkshire 12 4 33 25 6 24 37 10
Tantasqua

.... 30 14 47 36 13 38 66 27
Wachusett .... 73 36 49 100 44 44 173 80

State totals ....
14,827 6,239 42 16,902 6,686 40 31,729 12,926

9

43
38
58

58
42
2;

41
46

41
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The following statistics show the college-age (18-21) population
for every city and town in Massachusetts for 1955, and as estimated
for 1965. The source of these statistics is The Decennial Census,
1955: Population and Legal Voters of Massachusetts, compiled by
Edward J. Cronin, Secretary of the Commonwealth.

Region I. Metropolitan Boston.

Massachusetts College-Age Population, 1955-56 by City and
Town.

PART 111.

City ok Town, 1955. 1965. City or Town. 1955. 1965.

Essex County. Suffolk County.
Lynn . 4,480 6,720 Boston . . 38,400 46,450
Lynnfield . 270 460 Chelsea 1,950 2,650
Peabody 1,160 1,870 Revere . . 2,000 3,000
Salem . 1,940 2,720 Wiuthrop 880 1,380
Saugus . . 870 1,590
Swampscott . 570 1,030 Norfolk County

Avon , .
. 130 240

Middlesex County. Braintree . . 1,170 2,360
Arlington . . 2,270 3,210 Brookline 2,920 2,860
Bedford . . 410 500 Canton

... 480 830
Belmont .

1,390 1,950 Cohasset . 200 380
Burlington .

.
300 470 Dedham . 1,020 1,750

Cambridge . 5,000 6,100 Dover
...

100 200
Concord 470 800 Holbrook 270 520
Everett . . 2,360 3,140 Medfield . 170 280
Framingham . 1,450 2,190 Millis . . 150 230
Lexington .

.
910 1,700 Milton . . . 1,190 1,780

Lincoln 120 270 Needham . 820 1,750
Malden 3,060 4,160 Norfolk . 140 190
Medford . . 3,300 4,620 Norwood . . 960 1,550
Melrose .

-
1,380 2,210 Quincy 4,280 6,270

Natick ...
980 2,210 Randolph , . 620 1,220

Newton . 4,070 6,500 Sharon ... 280 710
Reading . 690 1,410 Stoughton . 000 1,230
Sherborn . . 60 126 Walpole 520 900
Somerville 5,380 6,740 Wellesley 1,000 1,730
Stoneham .

. 740 1,330 Westwood 340 710
Sudbury 150 340 Weymouth 1,780 3,720
Wakefield 930 1,750
Waltham . . 2,620 3,650 Plymouth County.
Watertown . 1,970 2,590 Abington . 390 740
Wayland . 290 600 Brockton . 2,780 4,500
Weston 290 550 Hanover 170 420
Wilmington . 480 870 Hingham 650 1,260
Winchester 900 1,450 Rockland . 480 870
Woburn . 1,270 1.930

Totals . 119,270 169,326
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Region 2. Bristol and Plymouth Counties.

City or Town. 1955. 1965City or Town. 1955. 1965.

Bristol County. Plymouth
Acushnet 240 400 Bridgewate
Attleboro . 1,100 1,900 Carver .

Berkley 70 130 Duxbury
Dartmouth 580 1,010 East Bridge
Dighton 170 290 Halifax
Easton . 310 600 Hanson
Fairhaven 620 1.010 Hull
Fall River 5,100 7,700 Kingston
Freetown 120 240 Lakeville
Mansfield 360 660 Marion .

New Bedford 4,600 7,000 Marshfield
North Attleborough 610 1,080 Mattapoise
Norton . 240 480 Middleborc
Raynham 140 270 Norwell
Rehoboth . . 210 390 Pembroke
Seekonk 340 630 Plymouth
Somerset 480 900 Plympton
Swansea 400 800 Rochester
Taunton 2,000 3,000 Scituate
Westport . 330 520 Wareham

West Bridg
Whitman

Totals

Plymouth County
Bridgewater . 400 620

80 150
180 350
250 490

60 110
170 370
250 530
170 320
100 180
130 230
210 450
110 260
530 880
160 340
180 340
640 1.000

30 70
60 140

350 720
470 700
210 390
440 720

23,200 38,360

East Bridgewater
Halifax

Mattapoisett .

Middleborough
Norwell

West Bridgewater

Region 3. Northeast Massachusetts.

North Andover . 390 730
540 820 Rookport . . 220 320
650 1,140 Rowley ... 90 180

1,400 2,410 Salisbury . 140 240
50 100 Topsfield . . 90 180

780 1 180 Wenham . 90 190
90 150 West Newbury . 70 140

120 250
1 320 1 980 Middlesex County.

110 220 Billerica 770 1,340
180 330 Carlisle ... 60 100

2,100 3,100 Chelmsford . 520 990
350 600 Dracut ... 540 930

3,280 5,070 Dunstable . . 85 70
130 260 Lowell . 4,800 6,700
680 1,190 North Reading . 260 550
150 230 Tewksbury . 420 770

1,150 1,960 Tyngsborough 130 250
140 230 Westford 230 430
150 250 ——

90 180 Totals , , 22,885 35,830

Essex County.
Amesbury

Andover
Beverly
Boxford
Danvers
Essex
Georgetown
Gloucester
Groveland
Hamilton
Haverhill
Ipswich .

Lawrence
Manchester
Marblehead
Merrimac
Methuen
Middleto
Nahant .

Newbury
Newburyport 680 1,070
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Region 4■ Greater Worcester.

1955. 1965City ok Town1955. 1965City or Town

Lancaster
220 450 Leicester
200 390 Mendon

230 350 Milford

780 1,280 Millbury
Millville
New Braintree
Northborough

I™ 449 Northbridge .360 590 North Brookfield430 650 , ,Oakham209 320 Oxford .

/
6 20 Paxton ./40 ° 610 Princeton .

Rutland
Shrewsbury

520 1,070 Southborough
170 310 Southbridge .
70 130 Spencer

230 430 Sterling
50 100 Sturbridge
30 170 Sutton .

70 170 Upton
170 320 Uxbridge
600 900 Warren
130 220 Webster
270 440 Westborough

70 120 West Boylston
360 650 West Brookfield
100 190 Worcester
340 730
170 290 Totals

250 310
370 640
100 150
760 1,110
500 730

80 120
20 40

Middlesex County
Ashland
Hopkinton
Holliston
Marlborough

Norfolk County
Bellingham

200 390
530 830

Foxborough
Franklin 280

Medway
Plainville
Wrentham

370 670
50 120
50 110
90 180

530 1,070
140 270
860 1,270
380 550
130 240
150 300
160 310
150 250
390 580
170 260
650 970
350 580
160 360
100 160

9,500 14,100

13,946 38,440

Worcester County.

Auburn
Bane
Berlin
Blackstoni
Bolton .

Boylston
Brookfield
Charlton
Clinton
Douglas
Dudley

East Brookfield
Grafton
Harwich
Holden
Hopedale
Hubbardston 60 100

Region 5.
Fitchburg -1 ■Gardner-Athol Region

Worcester County.
Ashburnham .

Middlesex County
Acton 200 400130 210

600 910Athol 150Ashby
Ayer2,100 3,100

900 1,300
90 130

160 270
30 50

180 300
430 630
140 270
320 500

Fitchburg
Gardner
Harvard
Leominster
Lunenburg
Petersham
Phillipston
Royalston
Templeton
Westminster
Winchendon

Boxborough
Groton .

1,200 2,000
230 490

50 60

Hudson
Littleton
Maynard
Peppered
Shirlev .

23040 70
210 230
110 170
150 300

50 90
300 420
120 290
370 575

Stow
Townsend

Totals 8,370 13,145
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Region 6. Franklin-Hampshire Counties.

City or Town. 1955. 1965City or Town. 1955. 1965

Hampshire County
60 85 Amherst

Franklin County.
Ashfield 420 590

340 420Bernardston
Buckland

100 Belchertown
1 OA / 'l...r.l 30 45

30 45
510 890

15 35
130 230
120 230
100 160
60 115
15 25

80 120 Chesterfield
40 60 CummingtonCharlemont

Colrain 90 120 Easthampton
40 80 GoshenConway

Deerfield
Erving .

150 260 Granby

50 120 Hadley

50 90 HatfieldGill
Greenfield
Hawley
Heath
Leverett
Leyden .

Monroe
Montague
New Salem
Northfield
Orange .

Rowe
Shelburn'
Shutesbury
Sunderland
Warwick
Wendell
Whately

Hampden Comity
Agawam

Blandford
Brimfield

tester
Chicopee

.

. 2,300 3,700 Springfield . 7,500 11,100
East Longmeadow . 280 670 Tolland • 5 3
Granville .

40 55 Wales • 40 60
Hampden

.

. 90 140 Westfield . 900 1,600
Holland . 20 50 West Springfield . 980 1,780
Holyoke . 2,400 3.500 Wilbraham . 200 450
Longmeadow 390 710
Ludlow 450 840 Totals , . 17,395 26,878
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Region 8. Berkshire County.

City or Town. 1955. 1965City or Town. 1955. 1965

New Marlborough . 50 80
600 930 North Adams . 1,100 1,560

IQ 20 Otis . 20 40
4Q 7Q Peru ... 10 15

120 170 Pittsfield . 2,600 4,000
§0 120 Richmond . 40 60

270 430 Sandisfield . 20 40
40 60 Savoy ... 20 30
30 60 Sheffield 110 160

310 500 Stockbridge . 130 160
20 40 Tyringham . 10 20
g 0 140 Washington 15 20

Berkshire County
Adams .

Alford
Bccket
Cheshir
Clarksburg
Dalton .

Egremont
Florida .

Great Barringt
Hancock
Hinsdale

130 230 West Stockbridge 60 80
290 440

20 40

Lanesborough
Lee 270 420 Williamstown

160 250 WindscLenox
Monterey

Mount Washington
New Ashford

Barnstable County

Barnstable

unices bounty.

570 890 Chilmark . 10 20
230 360 Edgartown . . 70 120
50 80 Gayhead . . 5 10

130 210 Gosnold . . 4 6
120 210 Oak Bluffs . 80 120
40 90 Tisbury . . 100 160

510 770 West Tisbury . 15 30
130 250
30 40 Nantucket County.
90 160 Nantucket . . 180 220

Bourne .

Brewster
Chatham
Dennis .
Easth
Falmouth
Harwich
Mashp
Orlean;

160 250
60 100 Totals

Frovincetown
Sandwich 2,854 4,566
Trurc 40 60

50 90Wellfleet
Yarmouth 180 310

Total fur All Regions.

Region. Region. 1965.1955. 1965 1955.

17,395 26,878
6,681 10,227
2,854 4,556

1. . .
.

119,270 169,325
2. . . . 23,200 38,360 8
3. . . . 22,885 35,830 9
4. . ,

. 23,946 38,440
231,151 347,4465. . .

.
8,370 13,145 Totals

6. . .
.

6,550 10,685
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1. National Studies.

(a) Private Studies.
American Association of College Registrars and Admission Officers, College Age

Papulation Trends, 1940-1970. (Washington, 1954.)
B. F. Goodrich Company, A Study of the Scientific Manpower Problem of the Lnited

States. (Akron, 1956.)
Bogne, Jesse Parker, The Community College. (New York, 1950.)

—-—-—-—

•, The Development of Community Colleges, American Association
of Junior Colleges. (Washington, 1957.)

Council for FinancialAid to Education, The Closing College Door. (New York, n.d.)
Council for Technological Advancement, Trends in Education and Ltilization of

Technical Manpoioer—A Critical National Issue. (Washington, n.d.)
Council of State Governments, F ull Cse of Educational F acilities, A Memorandum

prepared for the Governor’s Conference, Williamsburg, Va., June 23-26, 1957,
•—-—- ■, Higher Education in the Forty-eight States. (Chicago, 1952.)

Educational Testing Service, Background Factors and College-going Plans among
High-Aptitude Public High School Students, by Glen Stice, William G. Mollen-
kopf and Warren S. Torgerson. (Princeton, 1956.)
- —■—-—, Background F actors relating to College Plans and College Enroll-
ment among Public High School Students. (Princeton, 1957.)

Fisher, Richard E., Status of and Need for Terminal Vocational-Technical Curricula
in Senior Colleges and Universities, Bulletin of the University of Missouri.
(Columbia, 1957.)

Fund for the Advancement ofEducation, A Report for 1954-56. (New York, 1957.)
New Directors in Teacher Education. (New York, 1957.)

-, Teachers for Tomorrow. (New York, 1955.)
They went to College early; Evaluation Report No. 2. (New

York, 1947.)
Havighurst, Robert J., and Neugarten, Bernice L., Society and Education.

ton, 1957.)
National Education Association, Educational Policies Commission, Higher Educa-

tion in a Decade of Decision. (Washington, 1957.)
—, Research Division, Teacher Supply and Demand in Colleges and

Universities, a study conducted by the Research Division of the NEA. (Wash-
ington, 1957.)

Appendix D.

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HIGHER EDUCATION
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National Society for the Study of Education, The Public Junior < 'ollege. (Chicago,
1956.)

Salwak, Stanley F., “Reasons for the Permanent Closing of Junior Colleges in the
United States,” Journal of Educational Research, 50, (March, 1957, pp. 543
549.

Saylor, Galen, Junior College Studies, Contributions to Education. Number XXVI,
University of Nebraska Teachers College. (Lincoln, 1949.)

Starrak, James A., and Hughes, Raymond M., The Community College in the United
States. (Ames, lowa, 1954.)

State Government, SO, “Trends in State Government: Higher Education, Primary
and Secondary Education.” (March, 1957.)

Stoddard, Alexander J., Schools for Tomorrow: An Educator’s Blueprint. (Fund
for the Advancement of Education, New York, 1957.)

The Twentieth Century Fund, Annual Report, 1956. (Washington, 1956.

Linited Slates Government Studies.

United States Congress, Development cf Scientific, Engineering and Other Pro-
fessional Manpower (with Emphasis on the Role of the Federal Government).
Printed for the use of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. (1957.)

United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education,
Biennial Survey of Education in the United States, 1952-54, chapter 1: Sta-
tistical Summary of Education, 1963-54.

Chapter 4, Section I, Statistics of Higher
Education: faculty, Students and Degree
Statistics of Higher Education; Receipt!
(1957.)

1053-64 (1956), chapter 4, section 11,
Expenditures and Property, 1963-64.

ordinating Two-Year Colleges in StateCc

Educational Systems, A Report of a Conference, Washington, D. C., May, 16-17
1957. (Washington, D. C., 1957.)

— ■, Earned Degrees conferred by Higher Educational Institutions,
964-1955. Circular No. 461 (1955).

Engineering Enrollments and Degrees, 1966. Circular No. 494,
(1957

Digest of Annual Reports of State Boards for Vocational Edu-
cation to the Office of Education, Division of Vocational Education, for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1955. (1956.)

Progress of Public Education in the United States of America,
1956-67. (1957

The State and Education. (1955.)

United States Presidents Advisory Commission on Higher Education, Higher Ed-
ucation for American Democracy . (New York, 1948.)

President's Commission on Education Beyond the High School,
Heeds and Resources Preliminary copy for Regional Conference use only.
(1957.)

—, First Interim Report to the President. (1956.)
—, Second Report to the President. (1957.)

Final Report to the President. (1957.)
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11. Regional Studies,
(a) New England.

avi., John 8., Jr,, Providing Adequate Post Secondary Educationfor an Increasing
° WC An Address before the 140th Meeting of the New England

. ssociation of School Superintendents, 7th October 1957. (Cambridge, Mass.)
‘ e.W infand Board of Hi Sher Education, Higher Education for New England:Annual Report, 1957. (W inchester, Mass.)

~

, Higher Education in New England (Monthly Newsletter, 1957)(Winchester, Mass.)

Our Plans Aren’t Big Enough, A Summary of a Survey of the
uhire Mans of Sew England Colleges and L niversities as reported by theirPresi-
']repar fd for the New England Conference of the President’s Committeeon Education beyond the High School. (Winchester, Mass. 1957.)

~

: ’ Re9ional Co-operation in Medical and Dental Education for Newpanel. (Winchester, Mass., 1957.)
~

’ Two Surve ys: This is where New England Students go to College.Ihese a,re New England Colleges and L niversities. Prepared for the New EnglandRegional Conference of the President’s Committee on Education beyond theHigh School. (Winchester, Mass,, 1957.)
——

—— , ‘‘Which Colleges Enroll the Largest Number of UndergraduateStudents from New England?” Higher Education in New England, Vol IiNo. 4, November, 1957. (Winchester, Mass., 1957.)New England Regional Conference, President’s Committee on Education beyondthe High School, Report of Conference. (Winchester, Mass., 1957.)New England School Development Council, New England Finances Public Educa-tion: Taxes Today and Tomorrow. (Cambridge, 1957.)
United States Veterans Administration in co-operation with the United StatesDepartment of Labor, Occupations and Industries in New England, VeteransAdministration pamphlet 7-7.1 (n.d.).

b) Massachusi
Fletcher, Ruth N., A Study of the Massachusetts State Teachers Colleges, preparedfor the League of Women Voters of Massachusetts. (Boston, 1953.)Massachusetts, Department of Commerce, Education in Massachusetts. (1957.)

’ Department of Education, Future Public School Enrollmentsand Teaching Staff in Massachusetts. (Boston, 1955.)
,

, „

’ > Massachusetts Conference on Education atimherst, September, 1956. (Boston, 1955.)
~

> Massachusetts Public School Facilities Sur-vey. (Boston, 1954.)

’ > Massachusetts > outh Study, prepared by theMassachusetts Department of Education. (Boston 1940.)
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I

Report to the Board of Education relative to
the Establishment of Community Colleges in Massachusetts as provided by Chapter
6'20 of the Acts of 1948. (Boston, 1948.)

, Office of Guidance and Placement, Salaries
and Working Conditions of Guidance Personnel. (Boston, 1956.)

Office of Secondary Education, Studies in
Secondary Education, No. I: A Study of Drop-outs or Early School Leavers in
Massachusetts Public Secondary Schools for the School Year 1954-66. (Boston,
1956.)

, General Court, Report of the Special Recess Conunissiun on
Educaliimal Matters. (House, No. 1899, 1947.)

-, f inal Report of the Special Commission
to Investigate and Study Certain Problems of Education in the Commonwealth.
(House, No. 2050, 1948.)

final Report of the Special Commission
to Investigate and Study Certain Problems of Education in the Commonwealth.
(House, No, 2324, 1950.)

-, f inal Report of the Special Commission
to Investigate and Study Certain Problems of Education in the Commonwealth.
(House, No. 2324, 1951.)

Special Report of the Committee on Educa-
tion on Certain Matters Relating to Education, May 28, 1952. (House, No. 2520,
1952.)

Report on the Massachusetts Stale Teachers
Colleges for the Unpaid Special Commission.. (1954.)

Report of the Special Commission relative
to the Massachusetts State Teachers Colleges and the Need for Trained Teachers in
the Schools of the Commonwealth. (House, No. 2770, 1955.)

-, Preliminary Report of the Special Cornmis-
siim relative to the Operation and Structure of Junior Colleges in the Commonwealth.
(House, No. 2850, 1956.)

Special Commission on the Structure of State Government
(“Baby Hoover” Commission) Tentative Report on Study hnit No. 9 Educa-
tion. (1951.)

2051, 1952.)
, Massachusetts Teachers Association, Salary Schedules of Public

School Teachers in Massachusetts as of September, 1956. (Boston, 1956.)
, University of Massachusetts, The Rebirth of an Idea, Annual

Report of the President, (Amherst, 1955.)

■— • ,
, The Growth of an Idea: Annual Report of

the President. 1956. (Amherst, 1957.)
—-—-—-—-

, -, Master Plan for the University of Massa-
chusetts. (Amherst, October, 1957.)

Salwak, Stanley, F., Some factors Significant in the Establishment of Public Junior

final Report. (House, No. 2719, 1958,

•, Seventh Report, Education. (House, No
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Colleges in the United States {1940-61); with special reference to Massachusetts.
(Doctoral Dissertation, Pennsylvania State University, 1963.)

Worcester, Massachusetts, Worcester Public Schools, What Happened to the 1956
Graduatesl (1957.)

111. Recent Studies in Othee States.
California, A Restudy of the Needs of California in Higher Education, prepared for

the Liaison Committee of the Regents of the University of California and the
California State Board of Education. (Sacramento, 1955.)

Connecticut, Public Expenditure Council, Higher Education in Connecticut
Whose Responsibility ? (Hartford, 1956.)

Florida, The Community Junior College in Florida’s Future, the report to the State
Board of Education by the Community College Council, 1957. (Tallahassee,
1957.)

—

•, The Council for the Study of Higher Education in Florida,
Higher Education and Florida’s Future: Recommendations and General Stafj
Report, A. J. Btumbaugh and Myron R. Blee. Florida’s Economy Fast
Trends and Prospects for 1970, Economic Research Staff. (Gainesville, 1956.)

, Wattenbarger, James L., A State Plan for Public Junior
Colleges with special reference to Florida. (Gainesville, 1953.)

Georgia, Association of Junior Colleges, Expansion and Control of Public Junior
Colleges in Georgia. (Atlanta, 1955.) (mimeograph.)

Illinois, Griffith, Coleman F., provost of the University of Illinois, The Junior
College in Illinois. (Urbana, 1945.)
-—- —-—■—-, Education Association, Research Department, Public Junior
Colleges. (Springfield, 1950.)

——•, Higher Education Commission, Illinois Looks to the Future in
Higher Education, report of the Higher Education Commission to the Governor
and Legislature of the State of Illinois, 1957. (Illinois, 1957.)

Maryland, The Needs of Higher Education in Maryland, the report of the Commis-
sion appointed by Governor Theodore R. McKeldin to study the needs of higher
education in Maryland. (Annapolis, 1955.)

Michigan, Legislative Committee on Higher Education, The Community College
in Michigan, Staff Study No. 1, the Survey of Higher Education in Michigan.
(Lansing, 1957.)

—-, ■, Geographic Origins of Michigan College
Students, Staff Study No. 2. (Lansing, 1957.)

,
Legislative Study on Higher Education, Education in Medicine

and Nursing in Michigan, Staff Study No. 3. (Lansing, 1957.)
—, Physical Plant Needs in the Slate-controlled

Institutions ofHigher Education in Michigan, Staff Study No. 4. (Lansing, 1958.)
—, Preliminary Report to the Michigan Legisla-

tive Study Committee on Higher Education. (Lansing, 1957.)
—, Student Personnel Services in the Publicly

Controlled Colleges and. Universities in Michigan, Staff Study No. 5. (Lansing,
1958.)
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Minnesota, Anderson, Dr. William, A liniversity Professor looks at Higher Educa-
tion in Minnesota. A speech. (Minneapolis, 1956.)

-, Governor’s Committee on Higher Education, Minnesota’s
Stake in the Future: Higher Education 1956-1970. Report of the Governor’s
Committee on Higher Education. (Minneapolis, 1956.)

—, Governor’s Committee on Higher Education, Resource Data on
Social, Economic and Educational Trendsfor Minnesotaand Other States, a tabular
summary. (Minneapolis, 1956.)

University of, Third Annual Forecast of Minnesota College and
L nicersity Enrollments, A Tabular Summary prepared for the Committee for the
Continuing Study of Higher Education of the Association of Minnesota Colleges,
by John Stecklein, Director of the Bureau of Institutional Research. (Minne-
apolis, 1956.)

New Jersey, State Board of Education, The Closing Door to College, 1960-1970.
(Trenton, 1956.)

New York, State University of, Crucial Questions about Higher Education. (Albany,
1955.)

Ohio, College Association, Meeting Ohio’s Needs in Higher Education, report of a
preliminary survey for the Committee on the Expanding Student Population,
appointed by the Ohio College Association. (Columbus, 1956.)

Texas, Education Agency, The Public Junior Colleges of Texas, A General Report
for the Academic Year 1955-56. (Austin, 1956.)
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